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TABER FIRED; GIPPE SITS IN LIMBO; 
AAUP Report Faculty Won't Pay Fines 
Not Revealed 
Taber not reappointed for 1970.71 
Ronald Taber, assistant 
professor of history, will not be 
reappointed for the 1970-71 
academic year. 
Arts and Sciences Dean Paul 
Givens reported tht. decision to 
Taber on Wednesday, February 
25, after reviewing the AAUP 
findings on the case. 
The Ithaca College Chapter of 
the American Association of 
University Professors, which had 
been investigating Ron Taber's 
charges that his academic freedom 
had been violated by the history 
department, had completed their 
report on Tuesday evening, 
February 24. The report was 
·reviewed Wednesday morning. 
According to Provost Robert 
Davies, the findings of the AAUP 
"could have had some bearing" on 
th~ history department's decision 
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pnoto by llarb Goldberg 
not to reappoint Taber, but that 
essentially it "didn't affect. the 
original recommendation." 
The departmental decision was 
made, says Dean Givens, l>y all 
members of the history faculty, 
except for professor~ who had 
been teaching at IC for no more 
than one year. Givens said on 
Wednesday that the AAUP report 
"was read with interest" but he 
could not assess the extent of 
bearing it had on the department's 
decision. 
Professor Taber was informed 
of the final decision on 
Wednesday due to the fact of the 
by-laws of the college. 
Accordingly, non-tenured faculty_ 
must be notified of their 
reappointment or 
·non-reappointment by March I. 
Prexy Nominations 
Submitted 
The President's Search 
Committee has now completed its 
work and has submitted nominees 
to the Board of Trustees. Dr. 
Baizer, in nn interview with the 
Ithacan, Noted that it is now up 
to the Board to make a decision 
concerning the men nominated. 
The names were submitted 
approximately two weeks ago 
and, a decision should be 
announced very shortly. 
The field has been considerable 
narrowed by the President's 
Search Committee as to who will 
be Ithaca College's next President, 
according to Dr. Baizer. However 
he said, "disclosure of candidates' 
names at this time would be 
impossible. 
A It hough the President's 
Search Committee is now 
dormant, in the event the person 
selected to take Dr. Dillingham's 
place does not accept the 
position, the Board of Trustees 
turn to the Search Committee, 
making it active once again. 
When the new President is 
selected by the Board, and has 
accepted the position, it will be 
announced to the Ithaca College 
community prior to public 
disclosure. 
The question of discontinuing 
the GIPPE program as a curricular 
requirement in the College of Arts 
and Sciences has been referred to 
the Long-Range Planning 
Committee on curriculum at an 
All-College Faculty meeting 
Thursday night, February 26. 
The motion, one of three new 
Peter 
Orville: 
lA 
by Gregg Lindsley 
News Editor 
Peter Orville, currently on a 
I eave of absence from Ithaca 
College, learned last Friday that he 
has been reclassified I-A by his 
draft board. Since his number in 
the new lottery system is 92, he 
will probably be drafted sometime 
in April. 
Orville said that he had 
investigated what his draft 
situation would be if he did some 
independent study and work 
between the first and second 
semesters of his senior year. He 
went to see Dean Brown and was 
told by him that it was school 
policy not to notify a student's 
draft board when a student leaves 
school, unless the. student so 
states. Dean Brown's source for 
this information was Mr. Regala, 
· Registrar. 
When asked, by THE 
ITHACAN, to comment on this, 
Dean Brown said, "I had asked 
Mr. Regala what the institution 
did about it, and I had understood 
him to say that the college did 
nothing, that it was the 
individuals responsibility to 
notify the draft board himself. 
But the college does encourage 
the studen.ts to come in, in 
September and send in their I 09 
forms. This was my general 
impression. Mr. Regala indicated 
that if they request that the board 
be notified of their being here, 
they will indeed notify them 
when they leave." 
When asked whether Dean 
Brown consulted with him about 
Orville's draft situation, Mr. 
Regala replied, "No." 
On Monday, Orville requested 
to sec his transcript. He was able 
to view the front of it through a 
peice of glass, but was not able to 
touch it. He saw writing on the 
back but he was refused 
permission to see it. 
continued on paae I 0 
prop9sals on the meeting's 
agenda, initiated much debate and 
met staunch opposition by the 
large block of Physical Education 
faculty. The other two proposals 
concerned I) entering in.to a 
contractual relationship with 
Cornell to offer Army ROTC to 
Ithaca College students; and 2) 
plloto by Bartl Goldberg 
DIiiingham presides at 
All-College Faculty Meeting. 
Ferguson 
Calls For 
Black Nation 
Wearing a button of three 
stripes, red on top deno.ting 
blood, black meaning people, and 
green for land, Herman Ferguson 
spoke to a crowd of 350 people 
on "The Black Student and the 
White Community." 
In his lecture, he pointed out 
how the federal government, 
through their written laws, have 
exploited and colonized the Black 
people. For example, the makers 
of the Constitution included the 
statement that the slave situation 
will stay the same for the 20 years 
after the Constitution was drawn 
up. The Three-Fifths Compromise 
downgraded the Blacks, claiming, 
indirectly, that they were 
three-fifths human. 
Ferguson thinks that the way 
for the Blacks to change the 
oppressive situation they find 
themselves in is to obtain power. 
The Blacks are a basically 
powerless people because they 
continued on paae 10 
subjecting faculty, administration, 
and st a ff to paying fines for 
parking violations. The former 
proposal was passed by the 
faculty by a vote of 70 to 18. The 
latter was defeated by a margin of 
twenty votes. 
The recommendation to 
abolish GlPPE as an All-College 
requirement had been passed by 
the faculty of the Schools of Arts 
and Sciences and Music 
previously. 
At Thursday's All-College 
faculty meeting, Associate 
Professor of Physical Education. 
William Straub, stated his 
rationale for continuing GIPPE. 
"If this proposal were to be 
passed. we would lose many of 
our faculty members, as many as 
seven or eight of our faculty. 
·perhaps our entire graduate 
program and we may have a 
facility that costs in .the 
neighborhood of three and one 
half million dollars laying idle." 
l n a written appeal for 
continuing GIPPE, Joseph L. 
Hamilton wrote, "... there are 
those who maintain an 'absolutely 
do nothing attitude' ... 'Pot' 
smokers have an expressed 
dis interest for everything of a 
physical nature. The school 
psychologist has little call to 
entertain the physically active." 
The Long-Range Planning 
Committee on curriculum is to 
report their findings by April IS, 
at which time the original 
question will again be brought 
before t~ faculty. 
D isci1ssion on the proposal 
offered by the Traffic Control 
Board that faculty and 
administration be subject to 
parking fines was closed despite 
the fact that several people had 
their hands raised for further 
comments. After the failure of the 
pror,0sal to pass, another proposal 
wa~ made to exempt students 
from paying parking fines. This 
proposal was also defeated. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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"THE COURT IS NAKED" 
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Flamenco Guitarist 
to Appear March 2 
The intricate and colorful 
rhythms of Spain will resound in 
the Union Rec Room, Monday 
night, March 2 at 8:00 pm, when 
Francisco Espinosa, one of Spain's 
greatest guitarist_s, performs there 
in the course of his third 
coast-to-coast personal appearance 
tour. 
/' 
Fandangos, Tangos, Bulerias, 
Jotas, Alegrias, and Zapateados 
will rain forth in breathtaking 
profusion during the two-hour 
concert. 
"Flamenco music is divided 
intq two types," Senor Espinosa 
said recently, "Grande and Chico. 
Grande is the music of passion, 
dealing with tragedy and despair. 
It is terribly sad music, whereas 
Chico is the music of sunshine and 
happiness and high spirits. It is the 
music of festivals and dancing. 
But whether the music is Chico or 
Crande, Flamenco music is music 
of the heart. It never fails to move 
people-both those who perform it 
and those who hear it." 
Killlr- To $p,t1/t 
In t/Jem $emintlr · 
On Tuesday, March 3, the 
Chemistry Department will 
present the seventh in its annual 
series of seminars by invited 
speakers. Dr. ·Roy A. Keller, from 
the Department of Chemistry at 
the State University of New York 
College at Fredonia, will speak on 
.. Chromatographic Eluotropic 
Strengths and the Hildebrand 
Solubility Parameter." 
Dr. Keller received his PhD in 
Physical and Theoretical 
Chemistry from the University of 
Utah. He is especially interested in 
the fields of chromatographic 
analysis and the theory of 
chemical dynamics. 
The seminar, open to the 
public, will be held at 4:30 pm in 
S-11 l. Coffee will be available at 
4:15 
The noted guitarist-famous on· 
both sides of the Atlantic for the 
vastness of his musical repertoire 
and the incandescence of his 
guitar performances-has won 
widespread acclaim throughout 
North America on two previous 
personal appearance tours, and 
has won standing audience 
ovations with his phenomenal 
renditions of Spain's most 
dazzling Flamenco and Folkloric 
facets of his repertoire, as the 
music of the Spanish people and 
provinces is performed in all its 
intricacy, with deceptive facility 
by the handsome 
thirty-s~x-year-old artist. 
Lo ca I audiences will be 
afforded to feast their ears on 
both Chico and Grande Flamenco 
during Espinosa's visit. 
Francisco IE1plnoH: One of Spain', 1rHte1t_ 1ultarllt1, 
Deadline Set 
For Penn. Aid 
Donohue - Halvenon 
In~. 
PLUMBlNG AND HEATING 
• 
Estimates ChNrfully Given 
• 
602 W, Seneca St, 
273 • 3393 
And, as a bonus,' the guitarist 
has promised some "surprises" as 
encores, "supriseit' that are 
wholly in the American idiom. 
THIS WEEKEND 
Head 
for 
Straight 
the 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 - 9636 
~-----........ ,... , ,,,,,.., .. ,.... _, .,..  ....,,,,., ... , ... .,,,,., .... ., .,,,.,,..... .. ,..,.  ,,.. .... _.,_.~ ........... _ ... _ -
FR-A TERN/TY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CLASS RINGS 
Ray Robinson with Rothschilds ht Floor 
Badges, Favors, Mugs - Sportswear 
Phone 272-5959 
Midwest 
Starts 
A Reader's Theater production 
entitled "Polychrome ... A Portrait 
of the Midwest" will be given 
tonight and tomorrow night at 
8: 15 p.m. in the Arena Theater. 
Carl Sandburg once said in 
reply to the notion that there is a 
"midwest mind:" "Not so ... the 
people is a polychrome, a 
spectrum and a prism." 
1 t was in this spirit that 
NOW OPEN 
on-
ELMIRA ROAD 
• Sundaes 
• Banana Barge 
• Flying Saucer 
• Shakes & Floats 
Proud to serve you with line foods and beverages 
Prime Ribs of Beef Stec;1ks & Chops 
Italian 'Food Seafoods 
Serving Sunday from 1 - 8 p.m. 
205 ·Elmira Rd. 
273 .. 0777 
On S. Albany St. 
Extension 
Reading 
Tonight 
-director Mary Lou Schertz, 
Instructor in Speech and Drama, 
devised the script, which 
combines songs of the region with 
selections from the diverse 
writings of midwestemers Edgar 
Lee Masters, Mark Twain, Abe 
Lincoln, Jane Addams and 
Sherwood Anderson. 
The cast includes readers 
Ma dora L. Minor, Kathryn 
France, Norman Kuam, Sheldon 
Bird, and musicians Margot 
Lesberg and Karen Lee Guidi. 
The box office is open on days 
of performances, 10 a.m. to 
curtain; tickets are free to IC 
students, faculty and staff. 
Pennsylvania residents who are 
enrolled this year, but not 
receiving state scholarship 
assistance, may be considered for 
next year. 
Completed applications must 
be mailed to the Pennsylvania 
Higher Education Assistance 
Agency by April 30, 1970. Forms 
are available in the Financial Aid 
Office. 
Students receiving scholarships 
this year will receive renewal 
applications this month from the 
state agency. The completed 
forms must be returned by April 
30, 1970. -
TONIGHT-TOMORROW 
· Final Local Showings 7 & 9:30 pm. 
WSH Memo~ ~~m- Cornell University 
Tickets at WSH Ticket Office & Egbert Union 
.... 
r 
College Budget Released; 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
101 per word - no m!nlaaa. Babn 
IC Study Abroad-- Deadli,ne for 
Applications is befor Spring 
Vacation. Ap()ly now. See Dr. 
Terwilliger, English Dept. for 
information. 
Expenses Up $1.4 Million AD TO 'fitE ITHAO.All OfflOB fBueo 1,---------------ment West Tower) or 0&11 111,-HoT-Mon • Fri. 1 - 15 1'.K. For Lenses that darken the outdoor scenes and only slightly 
tint the indoor ones ~ec--Petcr 
Potenza, Opticians. by Peter Joss 
Why does the tuition fee at 
Ithaca College keep going up? 
How does income recieved 
biannually from the students 
figure in the college's budget? Is 
this income always allocated to 
the areas for which it was 
intended? 
Ithaca College 
Income and Expense Budgets for the Fiscal Year 
Ending June 30, 1970 
BE WISE 
1'011 IALE-$100.00 1<lrrl'o t:ipe r~ord· 
er, complete with speakers. Call Petr 
3e04. 
Income 
Tuition & Fees 
Gifts for General Purposes 
New York State Aid 
Investment Income 
Auxiliary Services 
Other 
Total Income 
S 8.779.380 
310,000 
301.HO 
187,000 
4.287,505 
73.500 
13,938,725 
Personal Crisis? Su1c1dl' Prev!'ntlun. 
Inc., an emergency counsehnll ,ind 
referral service. as available by phonr 
24 hours a day. Call 272-1616 any-
time. 
Steve and Greg would hlce the c-nm-
panv n[ two be.1ut1ful liberated fe-
malcs on their dnv!' to Flond.1. ll'.1\'• 
· me M,1rd1 , . Call 3606 nr 3565. 
The answers to these and other 
financial questions of interest to 
IC students can be obtained by 
examining a copy of the college's 
budget. Although the budget is 
not known to many people 
outside of the administration, it is 
not strictly confidential (except 
where individual salaries are 
concerned). This and other 
aspects about the budget were 
reveakd to this reporter in an 
interview with Paul Farinella, 
·vice-President of Business and 
.Finance. In fact, it was Farinella 
who. with the assistance of 
Comptroller Joseph Berry, 
specially prepared the copy of 
1he budget which appears here. . 
Expenses 
As can he sl!en by the figures, 
thl! college has fivl! major sources 
of 111come. But, says Farinella, the 
incoml! recived from Auxiliary 
Services is "encumbered:" that is, 
it can only be used for those 
~ervices for which it has 
previously been designated. 
Included under Auxiliary Services 
Jre.: such things as room and 
board. linen, and several 
miscellaneous items. The income 
received from the students for 
tuition, however. is not 
encumbered. Therefore, $6.3 
million of the tuition and fees 
inc om c of S 8 . 8 million goes 
toward paying the salaries and 
wages of the administration. 
faculty, and staff, leaving $2.5 
million for other expenses. Since 
the $6.3 million for salaries and 
wages represents an increase of SI 
million over last year's budget, it 
is also not difficult to sec why the 
tuition charge has climbed so high 
in recent years. Altogether, the 
college's expenses are up S 1.4 
million from last year, and so is 
the income required to run the 
school. 
Perhaps the biggest difference 
bet ween the 1969-70 budget ancl 
A 
coMPLm 
MUSICAL SEllVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
Instruction & Departmental 
Research 
J..ibraries 
Student Services 
Operation & Maintenance of 
Physical Plant 
General Administration 
Staff Benefits 
General Institutional 
Student Aid 
Capital Additions - Replacement 
Indirect Expense Recovery 
Cost Sharing on Sponsored Projects 
Debt Service 
Auxiliary Services 
Total Expenses 
Excess of Income (Expense) 
last year's is the income listed as 
New York State Aid. These funds~ 
which have been nick-named 
"Bundy Money," appear in the 
budget for tne first time this year. 
Under new State legislation, 
each private non-sectarian college 
and university in New York is 
given $400 for every student who 
graduates, and $400 more for 
every student who recieves a 
masters degreee at that insitution. 
Approximately 793 IC students, 
then, rccieved a BA. a BS, or an 
MA last year, as the college 
received over $300.000 in .. Bundy 
Mo.ney." The unfortunate part 
about such aid, according to 
Farinella. IS that it must bt. 
~~~-.-~'JlriS~~,m;,;-
1 LEE'S GARAGE 1 I FOR Repairs on a 11 makes I 
" and mod:ls, including I 
" fore1gu cars 
I i N.Y.S. Impection I I Front End Alignment 
II Eleclrical Tune-Up I 
Brake Be Motor C>Tnbaul 
I 402 S. CAYUGA ST. ( I 273-11:&l Rear £ntrance I 
,.,..~-~JIIB'll&JIIB~tll.t 
I CLOVER CLUB 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
:~i :: a~ Glaaes: V and Contact: 
Lenses Fitted • 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
• • 
• Emergency Optical Services • EXOCTIC DANCERS 
: CO-OP SHOPPING :· from N.Y.C. 
• CENTER ITHACA : 3 Shows - 10, 11~ 12 
: 272..()994 ~ (local talent wanted) 
: HOURS: ~ Sundays - Rock & Roll 
: 9-5:30 Daily- 9-1 Sat. !
7
, ___________ _ 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
-J.073.787 
348.797 
491.098 
1,188,067 
50835 I 
585.000 
S17368 
687 .935 
869385 
(:!:!.7-tO) 
11300 
1.567,153 
3,041.137 
B.867.638 
s 71,087 
legislatl!d and approvl'd each y,·a1. 
causing uncertainty ,1ho111 Ithaca 
College's future ,our,·,·, of 
income. In other word,. 1f th.:r,· 1, 
no such State aid n,·x1 year. and 
gifts and investment 111i.:om.: 
remain roughly the ,.1111.:. th,· 
college may have to d.:p,•nd on 
tuition income for the additional 
SJ00,000, or r.:duc.: .:,·ad.:mic or 
other program~. 
USE CLASSIFIEDS~ 
Chapter Hou~e-- 10 c.·t·nt drafts, t'\0 1•1 \" 
day r, om 6-8 p rn !l!I cents SP"ilh<'ll, 
Tuesday thru Sunday. j_!J p.m 
I UNBEA,AAl.E PRICCS ON THE HILL' THC GUITAR WORKSHOP. l.!11 i,!d\ '-.tr,,: 1 111dt1t1t•,1th ti~, 
1, i11., 1 l , .. ,•I ·, \, :1,·i:t·lov. 11 \\:,· 
1•1, I 11,•t ,1, 'IH 1 jH,d11\.' flt'\\ ,lr\cJ 
,I Id l11]t,, I I.,.._. ,I 11ld l'it'I ti I .!Ulldr"._ 
,,'ltl 1:• \'' \ .... , .1'1'· b.111111, c1ul 
, ·1•,1 1-. .,!\\ , 111 .... ,.,, k l-:\t·1y ,n 
-.:1.11n11t ,.~,,~di\ ,1tlJuhU .1nlf 
111,i\ ~.11. ,:1;, t ,JI l 0 \!Jt 11 tt.'p,,1r 
••• I •. , I 111 I' Ii. !···II .!'i \ ~HKH 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN -
Where 1n Ithaca r.111 ·, ou hu\' rrt.11i 
leather. Have handbag, and ·1u11g.1i,:,· 
rcpaired. Also the 1>e,1 shoe rep.111 
m town. 
SLOTTEO'S SHOE REPAIR 
506 W. State St 272,3939 
Two Blue Bucket 
Phone zn_o28J Se;..ts For 
Super ~uhs. famous double dogs .. Thr 
Works:· downtown opposite Roth•. 
child"s Open untrl m1dnt11ht. 21:1. 
5600. 
Used a1ti..:le~ fu1 ~ale. Used 
furniture. antique~. ducks. coins. 
and collectors items. 
1 Hc,·oorcl1n~ MULTI-TRAX. 1,NC.-272· RICK'S 
1 c::110. :?11-ono1 Sit, \V. State Strct!I. Ithaca. 
l
j-1U~T A MINln'E-That's all ti tak"!!;
1 
______________ _ 
for an alert ITHACAN REAOER TO•· 
SPOT YOUR ADVERTISEMENT. · IC WOJ\1 EN 
and DECIDE TO ACT. 
Slt.'\ 1• .ind G1 ei:: \\'ottld l1kC" the l"nn1-
p.1m· .,( I\\ o bc.1u11[ul liberated k-
111.ill'!-. 1111 thc1r ch 1\.'C" to Florida. lca,·-
m1: :',,!.11, 11 ·;. CLII 3606 or 3565. 
The Cornell Law Student 
Assoc. and the Grad School of 
Business invite all IC' women to a 
mixer Friday Feb. 27. ')pm-I am 
· ·---·--- ·-- ----- al the Big Red Barn. Rock 8;1ml 
LIKE NEW: CONN Trumpet and and Beer.· 
all acccssoril's for sale- phone 
:!77-0283. 1-------------
WHAT GORGEOUS, WIGED. 
BLOND. wife of a prominent 
~tudcnt: got ,lightly looped at PB. 
USE CLASSIFIEDS I 
AR IE L -an all-girl group direct from The Fillmore 
and COMSTOCK LMTD 
* * * SATURDAY 
RONNIE DIO AND THE ELECTRIC ELVES 
Bernie Milton's Soul Train 
COMING NEXT THURS.! ALBERT KING 
273-1333 Doors Open 8:30 
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Editorials-- FRANICLYSPEAICING. lwPhilFtwak 
Swim Team Grounded 
The Girl's Swim Team has the opportunity to 
compete in national competition at Illinois State 
over Spring vacation. Whether or not th!)y will be 
able to enter the competition is a financial 
question-Mrs. Margaret Anderson, coach of the 
swim team, says the ten girls are qualified for the 
national event, which is · by the way, the first 
national girls' swimming competition held in the 
United States. Nor only are they qualified, but · 
Mrs. Anderson seems to tee! that several of the 
girls would, if given the opportunity, place high 
enough to give Ithaca College valuable- recognition. 
The gir1's swim team has a more than impressive 
record. Three years ago_ they were_ ~~Qefeate,;l in 
dual-meets. At that time thev fook second in New 
York State competition. Both last year and this 
year the team has maintained the undefeated dual 
meet record. Last year, they placed first in New 
York State competition. And from the looks of 
the team this year, they will again place first. In 
their first international competition in Waterloo, 
Canada this year the J.C swim tea111 placed fou,-th 
against the University· of Waterloo, University of 
Toronto, and University of Michigan. 
Four months ago, when national plans were 
first b.eing made, the WAA director said that there 
would be no trouble· in obtaining financial 
support. Last week, just two weeks before the 
final registration deadline, which is tomorrow, 
March I, the girls were told that the money for 
national competition has not been budgeted. From 
what we understand Dr. Arnold Wilheln, Dean of 
Physical Education and Dr. E1.1gene DeLuca, Asst. 
Dean, were both notified of the financial need. At 
the time of our deadline, the money was still not 
hudlzeted for the team. 
We understand that the ·idea ~f coming up with 
some $600 to $1,000 dollars to provide fot rooiri", 
registration, and transportation tor the gms IS 
rough. However, we are standing on the principle 
of the original promise, that the girls could go, and 
the quality of the team. Mrs. Anderson herself 
volunteered to contact Ithaca merchants to 
finance ~he trip, but was told that such tactics 
wmdd hardly be the most flattering method for 
1 Ithaca College. · 
Right now, the question of blame is irrelevant. 
We don't care who misjudged the budget. The big 
problem is getting those girls to national 
competition which they deserve. 
For some of the junior girls on the team this 
would be their last opportunity for such an event, 
"a chance in a life time" as some of them put it. 
And considering that next year's competition is in 
Arizona that "chance" means a great deal. 
Some of the girls have even volunteered to pay 
the price of $ 100.00 each themselves, but 
considering the fact that they are representating 
Ithaca College (not to mention Ithaca- College 
School of Physical Edµcation), that just doesn't 
seem fair. Nor is it fair that after three years of 
being undefeated, after hours and hours of 
swimming practice, after being promised the 
chance of national competition, that they should 
be denied. Let us also mention that the Men and 
Women basketball, bowling and gymnastics teams 
seem to get national competition yearly with no 
problems. 
We would think that somebody, somewhere has 
the power to get those girls to Illinois State. And 
we would advise them to work fast because the 
registration deadline is tomorrow. 
.. 
Gaol Editorio/ 
by Ginny Trirnber 
SS activities have increased at Ithaca College. Trembling students, 
weak. from hunger, are told to go back for their ID's. Bleary-eyed 
early risers are made to grope for ID's and meal cards in the dark. 
Where will it end? 
A Word To The Wise Following my policy of intrepid reporting, I contacted Mr. McNeely, the head Saga Service man at Ithaca. Mr. McNeely assured me that although the steps taken were repressive; they were meant 
for the ultimate good of the students. Under pressure from further 
questioning, the SS leader accused holders of meal cards of the 
abominable crime of loaning these exclusive dining permits to 
non-members! The reclassification of Peter Orville should serve 
as an example to the whole college community. 
Some of the policies in all the levels of the college, 
are vague, unclear and sometimes unwritten, and 
therefore open to conflicting interpretations. This 
can lead to many misunderstandings, and 
sometimes, as in this case, rapidly and drastically 
alter a person's life. The need for precise; clear and 
written policies is becoming increasingly apparent 
as time goes on. A word of caution: Look yery 
hard before you leap, your life may be on the line. 
Mr. McNeely added that this semester an all time high of foreign 
infiltrators have managed to slip past the SS patrols. If they allow 
such blatant contempt for authority to continue, th~y might 
eventually be forced to raise board prices beyond the~ annual 
increase. 
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Gr.egg Lindsley 
News Editor Next year the system for countercheck111g identities will be facilitated. All students will be required to have their pictures on 
meal tickets. The SS are always thinking. 
Members of the Ithacan staff have also noticed stem, foreboding 
men irl the cafeterias. They sit solomnly and watch everyone go by. 
Mr. McNeely denied knowledge of their existance. He stated that 
occasionally Saga men from other encampments come to survey IC's 
famed SS, but not the gentlemen in question. Then who are they? 
Ithaca College beware. The SS are watching. 
Edito,~Defe~~!~rs ~: Pro~sm?Edit;:~::·!::;:.:·;:~:~ ~ 
Upon reading the February 23 · Appearing in the February 23 TH-3." It is with this statement 
issue of NEXUS, I find myself still iss'Lle of NEXUS was a letter which one must take great 
searching for a definition of signed by Richard L. DeMolen: offense. Whether or not the 
.. professionalism." I feel that Dr DeMolen proceeded to charge individual dese'rved ~n .. F" is a 
Professor Richard L. DeMolen THE ITHACAN and its editor matter to be discussed between 
showed a lack of this quality in' with fostering .... libelous charges teacher and student and is NOT a 
revealing a student's grade. I have in last week's rag. .. " The point value judgement to be made by 
always thought that grades were which is to be made does not the Ithaca College reading pu~lic. 
strictly confidential, involving concern 'itself with the reliability On a campu's-and at a time when 
only the student and the. of ITHACAN reporting. However, we are searching for an adequate 
professor. For this rc:ason, Mr. Dr. DeMolen furthered his definition of "professionalism," 
DeMolen, you are presented with personal attack on the editor by Dr. DeMolen has set a very, very 
this week's "Fickle Finger of Fate writing: "May I also remind you poor example. 
Award." , th11t even after your repeated 
I 
Jeffrey Richman '70 
Steve Robimon '70 threats and intimidations, I gave continued on page 4 
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Pro "Lurch" 
Editor: 
This letter is in response to the 
guest editorial in the February 20 
issue of THE ITHACAN, which 
was entitled, "Good-bye Mt. 
Lerch." The· author, Mr:· Pyle, 
accuses Lerch (I believe the 
correct spelling is Lurch, and the 
man's name is Mr. Andrews) of 
•·bot he ring and constantly 
antagonizing everyone around 
him." It seems Lurch's "cold, 
evil-eyed stare" prevents Mr. Pyle 
from concentrating, but people 
conversing in the library do not. 
The guest editor believes that 
when we, the students, think that 
there is escessive noise, we would 
take it upon ourselves to quiet 
others. 
Speaking as a student who 
spends a considerable amount of 
time in the library, and one who 
has been rcprcmanded by Lurch, I 
feel that the guest editor was 
grossly unfair in his accusations, 
and idealistic in his plan to better 
the situation. Lurch does enforce 
the silent atmospher, and this 
means that he must remind us 
that, by talking, we are disturbing 
others. In doing this he does not 
··antagonize'" anyone, and those 
stucknts who show their maturity 
he leaves alone. I also reject Mr. 
Pyle's assertion that students 
would take it upon themselves to 
. ask otl1crs to be qui!!t. It is true 
that we have the intelligence to 
'MUST Be ONE OF THE SWOCN7J' CAR!~ ' 
decide when it is too noisy, but 
few of us have the boldness to 
reprove others, and even if we did, 
we couldn't enforce our request. 
Consequently, I think that a 
disciplinarian is needed, and that 
there arc other, more important 
library problems, such as the lack 
of books, with which we should 
..:onccrn ourselves. 
Patricia Rose 
Th.e Truth On SAGA 
Editor: 
the college know that they will be 
reimbursed in these instances and 
that charging them in the first 
place is a precautionary measure 
taken only when the checker does 
not recopnize the individual. Sure, 
maybe once in a while there is a 
dirty dish or tray but people must 
realize that these utensils are 
washed in masses and it is 
inevitable that some come out 
dirty. Also, the remark concerning 
people with mononucleosis 
serving on the lines is absurd. 
I tend to believe that Mr. 
Brownell has become slightly 
confused probably because he has 
been absent for so many meals he 
was ·supposed to work that he 
·doesn't know what the hell is 
coming off. For this reason, it's 
been had on good authority, 
Brownell was fired This is what he 
I One thing must be made clear 
t
i terms a "respectful resignation?" 
Oh, well, now everybody knows 
that Brownell is the greatest 
rationalizer that ever lived. 
before I can go any further. This 
I
I letter is not in any way meant as a 
personal slight against Kevin 
Brownell, the individual. At any 
I rate, the prevarication from the actual truth that appeared in his j. letter must be amended. Mr. 
Brownell demanded straight 
answers and so it is with this 
letter. 
The guest editorial "Saga ... or 
Organized Crime" by Kevin 
Brownell, which appeared in the 
Ithacan on February 20 was, to 
coin one of his phrases, 
undoubtedly one of the biggest 
lines of bullshit I have ever read or 
heard. The facts by which he 
based his letter are almost totally 
unfounded. 
I do agree with Brownell on a 
few points. One of them is that Al 
Abraham has a deep sense of 
compassion at times and he· takes 
great pride in his job as a 
professional. I know from 
personal contact that these 
remarks by Brownell have hurt 
him deeply. If he . has seemed 
unfair to the workers sometimes, 
it was only out of consideration 
for the people going through the 
meal lines. The other point that 
we agree on is that he has stirred 
up enough of a hornet's nest for 
some people to get stung, namely 
the Saga workers. 
Organized crime? What a joke!! 
Kevin Brownell's "resignation" 
was Saga's best serve of the year. 
Bob Ciminesi 
More SAGA Vices 
Being that I am also a Saga 
board worker, as was Brownell, l 
feel that I am qualified to say 
that, even with a great stretch of 
the imagination, there is 
absolutel5' no evidence that Saga 
in any way robs students of their 
health and decency. I guess Eclitor: 
Brownell was referring to his After reading Mr. Brownell's 
having to get up to serve breakfast letter to THE ITHACAN about 
on certain mornings. What a the food service at this college, 
panzy! · there are two things that I must 
As for his other accusations, do. The first, is to thank Kevin for 
such as Saga making money for his initiative, insight, and 
charging people without meal stimulation. The second, is to 
cards and serving sub-standard point out some other SAGA vi~es, 
food in small portions, they are . and to attempt t~ get ~me ~cti~n 
out and out lies. The students of started to change the situation m 
our dining hall~ 
I had the unfortunate 
experience of speaking to a SAGA 
worker today, about some of their 
"tactics." He informed me of a 
certain incident in which a large 
amo\m·t of prime beef was found 
rotte~ in one· of the freezers. The 
~1eat • was turning white, which 
indicates that it has spoiled. Upon 
dis covering this sickening fact, 
SAGA decided to put the meat 
into large vats of water and salt. 
and to boil it. The meat was then 
broiled, and served to students. I 
was told this while eating a meal, 
and I was unable to continue. I 
have been informed that SAGA 
could not face losing all of that 
money on the meat, so tht!y felt 
compelled to serve it..lf SAGA is 
that interested in profit, then they 
can pack all of their rancid food, 
and leave Ithaca College. I have 
also been informed that SAGA 
has this dastardly habit of serving 
the same food for the third lime. I 
cannot disagree that there is 
nothing wrong with food after it 
has been prepared twice, but three 
times is too much for a person to 
stomach. I have seen much of my 
money drained by certain factions 
at this college. I do not expect to 
see people _making a profit from 
any of this. This money has been 
appropriated for an education, 
and not for some profit making 
food distributors. I would hope 
that SAGA ml!,kes some attempt 
to change the situation, because I 
don't think that IC students arc 
willing to put up with second 
grade food, snarling workers, 
profit making SAGA owners, 
cheap portions, and insensitive 
continued on page 6 
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Saddle The Squid 
by Robert Harris 
Two weeks have passed since the infamous student' takeover of 
Muller faculty building. At the time I felt, as did many others who 
had been at Ithaca College for several years and knew its history, 
that this was the most radical, most rash, and also the most 
concerned action that had ever been taken 'by the students of this 
college. Ostensibly, the reason (or the sit-in was to coerce the faculty 
to allow students a say in the hiring and firing of teachers. 
Everybody knows what has happened in the two weeks since-the 
original cop-out and weakness, a semi-fervid meeting in the gym, the 
liberal reaction and capitulation and soothing by the faculty, some 
departments meeting demands-most not, and, finally, the veneer of 
forgetfulness. 
So, back to the card game in the Union, the joke-fest in the Pub, 
the late night rap in the Tower snack bar, and things.are happy and 
nice-again at old IC. OK, if that's all you think it was about, but 
personally, I think it should have been, could have been, almost was 
a great deal more. Hiring and firing of t~achers within the real'll of 
student jurisdiction· is admirable, but there is· so much more that is 
so much more basic. 
The most b·asic thing of all· 1:, me change needed in the whole 
perverted attitude of this school toward its students. YOU _P~Y an 
outrageous sum of money eight times in four years for the pnv1_ledg_e 
of being treated like a child Of simpleton, while your educat10n 1s 
force fed down your gasping throat. 
We all agree academics come first, so-how about a more diverse 
and full curriculum, better academic advising, a registration system 
that REALLY WORKS, a revamped cut policy, a re-evaluated 
grading system, 1nore carefully thought out graduation requirements, 
and--plcase--smaller classes, and teachers that actually want to 
communicate to their pupils. 
This is just a beginning. The tentacles of the giant squid of Ithaca 
College embrace and suck life from every aspect of every student's 
life. If you live on campus, you eat, sleep, smell, touch, hear, and see 
IC 24 hours a day. Why should your home nine months of the year 
be callous and exploiting? The life-draining limbs of the beast must 
be wrenched from our hearts-we must breathe again. The squid 
must answer our questions. Why not more student parking--for free? 
Why not a library open 24 hours a· day for study and run b~ an 
efficient, concerned staff, instead of bureaucrats and professional 
shusshers? Why not a $ 100 ceiling on checks cashed, instead of the 
five and ten at the Union and $25 at the Treasurer's office? Aren't 
we big enough boys and girls to handle our own money? Why not a_ 
college store and book store that cha1ge 10% off list price instead ot 
· 101;;, ABOVE? And how about them being run by students instead of 
, wallet strokers? How long can we tolerate the dollar signs on 
I everything, the condes~ending smiles and pats on the hea~, the 
transformation of the student into a little numbered cog m the 
crank-it-out degree-mill known as Ithaca College? 
This is what two weeks ago should have, could have, almost 
meant. This is what I would have fought for. But why should I fight 
anymore? I'm a second semester senior. If I graduate, this whole 
plastic village will sink into the miasma of my memory like a cartoon 
Atlantis. But for you who are continuing at Ithaca College--if you 
want some consideration, if you are tired of reading about "the 
student as nigger," if you want to be treated like people of a 
community--NOW-take the giant squid's tentacles and tangle them, 
twist them, break them. NOW--saddle the IC._ squid (you paid your 
dues) and ride it hard and make it work for ~ou, as you sail on the 
choppy water of Cayuga Lake. 
•••••••••••••••• 
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management, anymore. 
My SU$gestion would be to 
review the SAGA contract every 
year, o"n the basis of their overall 
service to the students of this 
school. Maybe with the pressure 
of a contract review every year, 
SAGA will change their mind, and 
put the students before the 
wallet! 
Bob lger '73 
Cormell Digs SAGA 
Editor: 
I was rather disturbed to read 
in the Friday's edition of the 
ITHACAN Kevin Brownell's 
overly zealous article on the food 
situation at Ithaca College. As a 
Cornell freshmen who cats at 
Egbert Union every weekend, I 
believe I can offer a completely 
objective, unbiased opinion on the 
quality of your food service 
As Mr. Brownell prefaced his 
article, I too, have met the 
manager of the Union food staff, 
Mr. Al Abrahams. I found Mr. 
Abrahams to be very friendly and 
willine to spend his time with me 
when I had any suggestions to 
offer. He was most cooperative 
and eager to hear any complaints. 
When once I complained of lumpY. 
mashed potatoes and hard rolls, I 
found his explanation most 
plausable and yet, the following 
week, to my delight, I found 
smooth potatoes and soft rolls. 
Mr. Abrahams is not only a 
pleasant person, but an efficient 
and concerned manager of the 
Union kitchen. 
Kevin has described IC food as 
being of substandard quality, of 
barely meal size portions. If this is 
so, than Cornell students are 
definitely getting the raw end of 
the deal. Food at IC is not only of 
better quality that at Cornell, but 
in aJI of the ten or so cafeterias of 
which we boast, I know there is 
not one which offers a better 
monetary deal of equivalent 
quality food as an IC meal. We at 
Cornell pay for everything. Even a 
pat of butter costs 3 cents. Friday 
night I gladly pay SI .86 for your 
"all you can eat" dinner, as I 
estimated that if I were to eat as 
much at Cornell, the cost would 
be approximately double that 
amount. As for cleanliness, I have 
found the Union to he as clean as 
any cafeteria I have ever eaten in. 
The "malformed silverware" can 
be blamed on no one but the 
students who so artistically create 
it. I wished if there· were no 
entrance requirements td stop me. 
This would definitely not be 
beneficial for your overdrained 
wallets 
"HAPPY'S HOUR 
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In summary, Kevin claims 
murder to be the situation at the 
Union. If this is so, Cornell 
University is committing nothing 
short of mass genocide of its 
students. And please, if perchance 
in the future you stumble upon a 
young lad who is eagerly 
consuming a hearty dinner at the 
Union, don't disturb him. It's 
only me, a Cornell frosh, who 
knows where to get the best food 
deal in Ithaca. 
Gary Dunetz 
"Kristal! brecher" 
Editor: 
If I may be allowed to break 
into the establishment press, I 
would like to express some 
thoughts on the subject that has 
recently troubled our campus: the 
right of the students to participate 
in the hiring and firing of faculty. 
The main weakness of the 
proponents of a wide student 
participation seems to be the 
simple fact that if students are 
given a broad participation (to say 
nothing about the 50% deals) our 
school is likely to build a faculty 
of second raters. This has nothing 
to do with a lack of confidence in 
students intellect or their sense of 
judgement although there is 
always the danger that fevered 
young minds may become overly 
politicized. The real problem is 
associated with market realities 
and with the availability of good 
faculty. There is no local source 
of· faculty as there may be an 
oversupply of desperate laborers 
competing for a job in a textile 
mill. We are competing in the 
national market for our help. 
Ithaca College is not sufficiently 
well situated so that we can afford 
to alienate prospective candidates. 
It is a reality of -our times that 
§tridency of student~ and their 
BARNETT'S 
~~ 
<SUNOCO> 
~ 
ST ATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272 • 9881 
overly shrill voices have turned 
away faculty from better known 
schools than Ithaca College. It is 
also known that some schools 
around the country have become 
bad risks. I would hate to sec 
Ithaca College become one of the 
places that professional scholars 
are snickering about. 
For the deteriorating situation 
at Ithaca College the main 
responsibility rests with the 
faculty, but I also think the 
administration has been derelict in 
its duties. They did not need to 
transfer the burden to the faculty 
as they did in the last crisis. The 
administration still could take a 
benignly paternalistic view 
towards some of the weaker 
departments and with full respect 
for departmental autonomy advise 
them about academic and 
prof1;ssional standards and inform 
them about the dangers that their 
actions contain for our whole 
(General Instruction Program in 
Physical Education) requirements. 
2. To set the record straight, 
GIPPE is not a laboratory for 
students in the graduate division 
of Physical Education. The use qf 
graduate students in the program 
is one of necessity. Despite the 
fact that the majority of these 
graduate students are teachers 
who have compiled many years of 
successful teaching experience, 
and that .similar structured 
situations .appear in most colleges 
and universities throughout the 
USA, we would prefer to have the 
full-time professional teacher in 
our program. 
3. l'he implication that just 
Ithaca College requires Physical 
Education and that other colleges 
and universities have it on an 
optional or elective basis is 
misleading and untrue. 
4. Many questions were indeed 
raised by Mr. Gipplard through his 
scholarly community. I am not 'expressed opinion ·of the lack of 
saying this with any disrespect purpose of Physical Education at 
towards the students. It is a Ithaca College. The position of 
matter of saving the students from the profession and specifically of 
the consequences of their own those in the Division of Physical 
foolishness. Education at Ithaca College is as 
Finally I have a word for the follows: The instructional 
kind eyed bearded lieutenants of program of Physical Education, 
our mini crisis and their broad through its various aspects, 
hipped slinky sidekicks. You are reaches virtually every segment 
beautiful, but do not fool of the college. A major purpose 
yourselves by thinking that of the- program is to contribute 
threats and acts of violence can to the vitality of the college as 
gain you either respect or power it seeks to realize its purpose. 
in a democratic society. Violence Education is a search for 
corrupts, and partial violence u nders landing and meaning. 
corrupts partially. Regardless of Physical Education, when 
what your adult advi6crs may tell t a u g ht we 11 and with 
you, at the age of 18 it does not understanding adds a new 
p a y t o b e c o m c a dimension to this search and, 
"Krist a II b rec her" --Iha t is, a therefore, an understanding 
breaker of beautiful things. and meaning as to the findings. 
A. Ezcrgailis 5. The amc1e makes referenc~ 
History Department to a state law requiring physical 
education.. While this is true on Defends GIPPE 
Editor: the grade level 1-12. I know of no 
The journalistic procedure st atc law requiring physical 
utilized in the article. "Hung Up education on the college level. 
On GIPPE," is outdated and 6 - The problem of the cut 
unwarranted in today's system was referred to several 
truth-seeking society. times. Ithaca College docs employ 
CLARIFICATION OF ISSUES: a cut system-the details of which 
I. The statement, "It can and 
has in the past 'hung people up' 
for a diploma," is simply not true. 
According to the Registrar, not 
one single student has failed to 
graduate with his class because of 
a deficiency in meeting GIPPE 
may be found in the IC Bulletin, 
General Catalog, 1969-70, Page 36, 
and in the Faculty Handbook on 
continued on page IS 
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Tabor Ames Wins 
San Juan Trip 
Photo By: Mitch Davis 
Tabor Ames with the winning ticket 
"Tabor Ames wins free trip to 
San Juan." WICB'S free ticket to 
San Juan, Puerto Rico was found 
on Thursday, February 19 hy 
Tabor Ames, a junior from 
Sorwood, New Jersey. He found 
the l ii:ket around 12 noon on the 
lootball field. The free ticket was 
lm:ated at the SO yard line under 
,t,1nd number six. 
Tabor will fly roundtrip by Pan 
-\m jct service to and from San 
Juan. and while there he will stay 
• 11 I he Nabori Lodge for seven 
days 111 the Puerto Rican sun. 
l"hese clues helped Tabor locate 
the Hidden Ticket: 
I. The ticket for the free trip 
to San Ju.in has been hidden. and 
.ill the WICB listeners have access 
to it. The first clue is simpk and 
easy for you .. .lt's on the IC' 
,ampus and you c,111 find it in any 
kind of weather! 
:!. Seven in the sun equal~ San 
Juan, and now here is another ' 
due for you ... lf you want the 
flight. hut your chances are slight. 
follow this ryhme, you can find it 
. 111y time. 
3. Of yo_ur born by the stars. 
hut never look far, don't look on 
high .. .lt 's not in the sky! 
4. This is clue number four, 
there's going to be more, if you 
haven't found the ticket, we don't 
1111nd if you're sore. We hope for 
your sake, that it won't he too 
late ... Where you find the ticket. 
won't he in the lake! 
S. We don't care if your tall. 
we don't care if your small. by the 
great god~ of winter, it's not in 
Pub's hall. 
6. Clue six is a breeze. you'll 
find it with ease, i'ts not in your 
mailbox, it's not in the trees! 
7. If you haven't found the 
ticket by now, keep listening to 
WICB to find out how. In the 
dining halls it is not, so. clue 7 
should help you a lot. 
8. If you find the ticket your 
trip will he great. 11·~easy to find. 
so don't stay up lak. We don't 
mess around when ii come~ to 
due 8, you'd better ~tart look111g, 
before 11's too late. 
'l. It's time tu hl·ar du~ nine. 
Sund,1y is a day of rest. bul you 
keep looking if you know what·~ 
best. l here's plenty of ho pc. and 
it's not on the ski slope! 
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10. Keep searching before time 
runs out, and we don't mind if 
you. want to pout. Just don't 
spend all your time playing cards, 
and don't worry with looking in 
the wards. 
11. Turn up your radio to hear 
clue I I, and ii might help to 
remember what was in 7, 4, and 
2 ... because within them lies 
another clue. 
12.With music. clue 12 will 
enhance. and if you understand 
sex, you might have a SO-SO 
cha rice. 
.Students 
Operate 
Cafeteria1 
Federal City College students 
got tired of what ·they cons1derctl 
poor food servicl' al the college's 
cafeteria. So they bought it. 
The St udcnl Government 
Association (SGA) ~ponsorcd a 
cabaret anti car raffle 111 Dccl'lllhl'r 
and used the fund~ to buy the 
cafeteria from I he SL'rvoniat ion 
Co. St udcnt operated food ~l·rvic,• 
hcgan January 12. 
While Scrvamation conlinucs 
to operate vending machines in 
the cafeteria. the SGA 11.1~ hired a 
staff to prepan.- all hot aml fresh 
foods. And I he prices have been 
redm·cd . 
Operating as :i non-profit 
corporation. the SGA abo run~ a 
campus barber ~hop anJ plan, tu 
open ;1 ~tudcnt-run snack bar. 
FREIIKOUT 
at 
THE DROPOUT 
111 5, Aurora St. 
Men·, Shirts S4.00 
Woman's Satin Dres,cs S7.50 
Discount Jc:111'.\ SJ.95-5.00 
Corduroy Bells S7.50-9.00 
Cayuga Lake ha!\ Garbage in 
it...C'LE:\N IT!!!!!!!! 
MAY WE 
HORN IN? 
I 
' I 
I DEWITT 1~: 
f,l9n'UR-0 1.1/ 
I• ~ .... ii.ii ·1·111 
:~-;....- . -: . ., COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE -"" . -~ 
.or CONTACT 
YOU? 
The Men of Vision have 
taken the 'new' out of con-
tact lens fittings and arc 
sure that if. you arc properly fitted, you too, can wear them with ease 
and comfort.. 
See the Men of Vision . .. and° See Beller 
QUALITY. . . CONVENIENCE. . .PERSONAL SER VICE 
BROKEN LENSES 
REPLACED :., 
BROKEN FRAM'.~S 
.,, 
REPAIRED;;., 
OR REPLACEl • 
. . 
Call for Appointment 
138 East State Street 
': 
Phone: 272-7441 
What Do You Think 
Of The Ithacan? 
Joel Rosow, Political Science, '73: 
I find it an activist paper which 
expresses well the current pressing 
issues on campus. It express the 
views that I like to sec expressed. 
That is not to suggest that it is 
close-minded. 
Frank Spicuzza, Inst. of History 
and Political Science: 
I honestly l hink there's been a 
tremendous improvement over the 
first · issues. I don't like to sec 
editorials on the front page. I'd 
like to sec ,1 few more ;1rticlcs 
representing the right. It would 
make the paper a little" more 
balanced. It is now perhaps a littk 
too left. 
Beverly Kratz. Dran1.1. '73: 
It l.1~ks vitality. originality. It 
doesn't go beyond till' obvious. 
The editors lwve a good attitude 
hut they just don't go deep 
enough. There should he more 
in depth reporting. I think the 
Ernz 
UNUSUAL 
WEDDING 
BANOS 
Oc5-1grll'd 
Jll<l 
Mac:lc 
Ill Our 
Own 5hop 
_JEWELERS 
111 S. AURORA ST . 
tTHACA, N. Y.14850 
ads arc hysterically clever though. 
Bruce Gr.iye, Undt.•cided, "7J: 
I think the Ithacan is very 
boring newspaper. It says very 
little that is of interest to most 
people. The Sports page could he 
better espcdally - less facts and 
more story. 
Vince Monaco. Undecided. '7J: 
I'm glad lo sec the p,1pcr is 
headed in ,1 more open minded 
direct ion. I read l hL' art ides I hat 
pertain to student issues. I 
gencr.illy agree with what I read 
and I am glad to ~Cl' the paper 
isn't afraid to speak it's mind. I 
don't I hinl,. the paper b too 
radical! 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MORRIE1S 
THE REAL COLLEGf~ 
BAR 
* 
BUD ON DRAFT 
25( 
* Corner of Eddy St. 
and Dryden Rd. 
Fri. & Sat. 
15C 10oz. beers 
$1.00 72 oz. pitchers 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specializing in 
All Smokers' Supplies 
Paper Bound Books 
Magazines 
News papen 
Magazine Subscriptions 
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WE\IE 
60NE. 
AT FALLVIEW SKI SHOP 
,30% OFF 
All Clothing, Gloves, Hats, Parkas, Pants 
30% OFF All .Ski Boots 
20% OFF 
All Skis, Bindings, Poles ---
FALLVIEW 
SKI SHOP·::ae::=s 
» 51.6 I.FALLS STREET 
Specialists Show IC Faculty Member 
How To Dodge Stages Original Play 
The Draft 
The world premiere of a new \Ycldcn's one act plays have 
full length play, "The Court Is b ccn performed at So: Illinois 
Naked," by John Welden of the University, the University of 
Drama Speech faculty is Arizona, Yale University and the 
scheduled for March fourth in the World University Theatre Festival 
" .. .I do not recommend that main theatre of the Performing at Nancy, France. This is the first 
we start changfng this law. You A r t s B u i Id in g . Three of his full length plays to receive 
can do most anything under this performances, Wednesday, production. . 
law which is more than you can Thursday, and Friday evening "The Court Is Naked," is.based 
say for a great many laws that are (March 4 through 6) at 8: 15 pm on the life of tl).e Elizabethan 
on the books." ~ar-e.sc~h~e•d•u•lc•d··---------1 poet and dramatist, Christopher 
General Lewis B. Hershey interview with CPS, said that the Marlowe, who is seen in the play 
(CPS)-When someone hears a present situation is "alarming!" at the end oi his turbulent carcc; 
young man chanting "Hell no, I "There arc people who are in London literary and politic.ii 
won't go!" we usually see an going without any resistance ~ircles. Marlowe was the cpitomy 
image of that man going to prison simply because they arc ignorant of Renaissance man aspiring to 
or to Canada, or waiting for the of the Jaw. The Selective Service take all knowledge and cx:perienL:e 
FBI to come and get him because System is taking far too many into the short span of his life. It b 
he refuses to be inducted into the people!'' a spirt captured in the insniption 
Armed Forces to continue and Gray feels that the main reason of an Elizabethan portrait: "Quod 
further our government's activities that !>O many men simply feel that Mc Nutrit: Mc Deist ruit" Th.it 
in Vietnam and other places in the military service is inevitable is which nurishes me, destroys me. 
world. The fact is, though, that if that they do not realize the A large cast directed hy Firman 
one takes the effort and time he complexities of the draft laws and H. Brown Jr .. Ch.:irman of the 
can completely avoid the draft th i n k t h a t the s s s is Drama-Speech department will be 
without ever breaking a law. The unconquerable. According to headed by Geoffrey S~ith .i~ 
effort? See a draft counselor or a Gray. th is i dca is ridirnlous: Marlowe, with Arthur Bicknell 
lawyer who specializes in SelcctiYe "People !>eem to take a fatalistic Frank Alford, Michael Warren: 
Service laws. attitude toward authority. They Larry Grey, Joan Nimmo. 
Paul Grey is a lawyer in feel that because the Selective Scenery and lighting will he hv 
Southern California who has Service System exists, they must Alan G. Leach with period 
exr,cnsivcly studied the laws which go along with it. This is not true." costumes hy Nancy Aitken. 
,de.al'with the draft. Although he How docs Gray go about All scats arc reserved. Bo, 
engages in other types of legal beating the draft for a client? office hours arc frn·n IO am to 
work, the draft is his specialty and According to him. the biggest 5 Pm· Tirk~ t ~ arc free lo I(' 
he is enthusiastic about aiding continued on page 10 student!>, faculty, and staff. 
anyone who would like to legally 
avoid being drafted. Gray, in an 
,,,,,,,,,,,...,,,"". 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
Come In and See u~ I 
THE 
HEIGHTS 
STAURANT 
• 
. Congenial · Abnosphere 
• 
. Pitcher of Sours $2.95 
The SWEATER SHOP 
do,vnstairs, inside 
C-0sent.inis Shoe Store 
l\illLL OUTLET 
130 East State St. 
Just Ar1·ii,ed - Tile Lall'st Look!! 
Hand TYE-DYE Jeans in 
Sun Burst Colors 
Terrific for Spring Ski'.ng, Dancing or Just Loafing 
Also SWEATERS Galore 
AT l\lINJ MILL OVTLET PRICES 
Open Daily 9:00-5:00 Fridays 'Til 9:00 
··-----------------' EMMICK MOTOR CO. i 
f MONTOUR FALLS I 
• t t Factory authorized dealer for Ja~uar. 
Volvo,Triumph,BMW .Fiat.MG.Peugeot, 
Austin Healy, Renault, and Plymouth. 
$90,000 Parts Inventory 
Always more than 1'00 models in stock. 
We service what we sell and as many 
others as time and manpower pe1mit . 
t 
' t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
• 
• 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 • 
Service By Appointment Only I 
PHONE 568-3071 • 
---- . 
--------------
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Cut: That which nourishes me, destroys me. photo by Barb Goldbafl
0 
All Candidates 
Interested in Tennis 
There Will Be a Meeting 
Tuesday, March 3rd 
7:00 P. M. 
in Room P·2 of the Physical 
EdueatiGn Building 
:'\ ............................................. , .. 
• Giant Subs 
• Reasonable Prices 
• Hot or Cold 
• Best in Town 
WIIW 
KING 
SUBMARINE 
405 Eddy St. 
cold cuts 
tuna 
salami 
turkey 
ham 
pepperoni 
HOUSE 
C:.>llegercwn 
272 - 9585 
road beef 
cheese 
host cosmos 
hot ham 
hot meat ball 
pastrami 
,f 
i 
. ............ ...... 
\ 
I 
\ 
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Dodge The Draft 
continued from page 9 
percentages are won on 
technicalities. "The laws are so 
complex that there are many_ 
variations whjch can be used. 
People should be aware of their 
existence. It is a common 
misconception that obtaining a 
Conscientious objector status is 
the most-often used legal means 
to avoid service. In actuality most 
of the cases are won by using 
administrative techniques." 
Gray and other draft lawyers 
seem to use the weak points of a 
local board to win cases. Because 
most draft boards are usually 
understaffed, overworked. and all 
too often vindictive, there is a 
considerable likelihood that the 
board has made a mistake 
somewhere in the process of its 
dealings with a registrant. A 
lawyer capitalizes on these 
mist:skcs to prove that their 
evaluation of a client was invalid 
and therefore unacceptable. 
doesn't have the money for a 
lawye.r's fee. 
It should be emphasized that 
seeking a lawyer or draft counsel 
is in no way draft evasion. An 
analogous situation is the 
difference between tax avoidance 
and non-payment of taxes. We 
pay income tax specialists to find 
deductions to keep our taxes as 
low as possible. In the same 
manner we hire a lawyer to help 
us to avoid serving two years in 
the military. 
Why is Paul Gray doing this 
kind of legal work? "I am 
opposed to the U.S. involvement 
in Vietnam and feel that avoiding 
the draft is one of the few ways in 
which a young man can resist it 
_within the law. Everything we do 
within the system puts pressure 
on the govcrntment. 
Unfortunately, this kind of 
activity has not been wilie-:..pread 
enough lo dent the system. Wlrnt 
w.c wanl is more .ind more· people 
to follow this legal proces~. so 
that we c.:an c.:.iusc changes." 
( From the UC' lrvint.: New 
University) 
Orville 
continued from page I 
Mr. Rcg.ila said ... Wr only let 
students look at thc front of 
them.( the transcripts I. hec.rusc 11 
•~ till' policy out fronl to use the 
requirement exemptions, and we 
put on when incomplete grades 
are due. It occured to me after 
Pet.er left that he may liave 
interpreted -that as the 
recommendations might be of a 
social nature or any other thing. 
We keep no· records in this 
office ... that would be for him or 
against him, outside of his average 
and rank in class." 
Orville also said that there is no 
concise, written statement 
defining a leave of absense. 
According to Dean Brown. a leave 
of absense may be granted if the 
student has at least a 2.0 average. 
and that it is a c.:ommittment hy 
the institution to readmit the 
student when he reapplies. Thi~ 1s 
till' only diffcrelll.:e between .i 
leave of ahsen~e and a withdraw.ii. 
Also, there b nothing written 
staling that lhl• college must 
notify a student's Jraft hoard if 
hl' leaves ~chool. 
Accordint,: to Orville. he has 
four a)tl'rll.il 1vcs. t norw of whrch 
he w.ints lo Joi. 
I. Tn go 11110 !he Army. wh1d1 
he ~.ty~ IS ,tg,tllhl hb COnS.:il'nl'C. 
~- Do ~Ollll'lhing to foil tin· 
phy\lL",JI L':>.amination. whkh i\ 
""play111!! their game." 
3. I cah' the rountry. 
4. <;o lo 1ail. 
.. 1'111, I 111 l'C, llll' lo maJ..c 
d1c1\1011s I a111 1101 prl·parL·d t!l 
111 ;r k l' . .. II l" \\ 1 11 a p pl' a I t h ,. 
dL•c·1,:011 \\ 11 h 111, dral I hoard. 
people. They must be able to 
make laws which they can respect. 
Then they can live in their own 
manner. 
_ One of the biggest mistakes 
the White Americans made when 
they freed the slaves was making 
the Blacks citizens. Instead of 
asking them if they wanted to go 
back to Africa, they forced all the 
implicaions and responsibilities of 
citizenship onto the Blacks. 
Ferguson would like to sec a 
Black nation established within 
the boundaries of the United 
States. This nation would be 
autonomous socially, politically 
and economically. The 
requirements for a nation arc a 
i.:ommon i.:ulturc. common land. 
and ;1 govcrnmen. The Blacks do 
not have a i.:ommon i.:ulture 
hecau~e it has been taken away 
from them throughout the nearly 
three· centuries they have been 
here. They have no common land 
lil-.L' the llali.ins. who have Italy, 
the Pole~. who h;1vc· Poland, and 
the· SWL'lk~. who have Sweden. 
do. ·1 here is no land c.:alled 
"any and all people would be 
allowed to reside, provided. they 
understand that they come under 
our laws and \that our government 
is their govefnment and that they 
will pay taxes and obey the laws 
and they will become part of our 
system and they are welcome 
there." 
An attempt to establish this 
separate nation has· been tried in 
Detroit, Michigan in March. 1%8. 
named the Republk of New 
Africa. of which Fcrgu~on would 
be the Minister of Education. Its 
aim is the aquiring of 1and in the 
south and developed to the point 
where the nation would be 
self-supporting, would provide the 
Blacks with living spac.:e. and 
provide food, clothes, jobs and 
institutions that would reflect lhc 
unique and peculiar needs of 
Black people. Also, trade relations 
would he set up with other 
countries. 
Ferguson says that there are 
many ohstadc~ in the w.iy of tlus 
program. hut "we know that we 
do have thal will. that 
"~cgro ... Thl' Blacks do not have determination. and our go.ii will 
a goverr11nl'llt of their own either. he ll• develop a hcttcr peopk. and 
1r thb ncw nation were set up. a he· 11:r world." 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• SEE 
• 
• 
• 
• :LARKIN INSURANCE AGENCY INC. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
In his office, Gray emphasized 
that 11 wa~ important lo seek help 
as soon as possible after deciding 
that you don't want to serve. He 
said that 1f "you sec a lawyer 
when you're 17 11!, 11 is almost 100 
pcn.:ent certain that you c.:an avoid 
being drafted. If you wait longer. 
however. the remedies mu~t he 
more dr.i~tk. The ideal situation i~ 
lo ,Cl' a l;1wycr or counselor very 
l'arly and pl.in a long-range 
111 on l h- h y- 111 on th. yl·ar-hy-yc.ir 
~dll'duk.'" 
h.ick or the rL'nird t.:ard to rci:ord 
any l r;1 n~c·riph I hl· ,tmlcnh 
rL·quc,t. thl· dalc th.it 11 goL'' our. 
Tiu~ i, lhl' only per111a11L·nt rcc·ord 
we haVL' Ill lell \\hl'll" 111lor111al1on 
goc,. \\l" pul on ll"l'Ulllllll'llll,111!>11, 
r r ll Ill I h ,. I ,IC ll I I y ,I, I " 
Ferguson : For Your Auto Insurance 
_ continued from page I : 
h.1,,• hl"l'll lnll"l'd lo lr\'l' 1111dl'1 lhl· : 
I.I\\, ,·,1.1hli,hl·d Ii} lhl· \\'hill' • ~~~~~~~~~»c.,:::~~>M,<;~~~~~~~~~~~= 
• 
319 N. Tioga St. 273-4732 
• 
• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
What do the ,ervicc~ or a 
l.1wyn l·o,t'! ,\-·cording lo c;ray· 
1110,t lawyl·r, dwrgc aro11nd ..;,200 
lo ..;2:-0 t hut 111.111y of thl'lll ,, ill 
d1argl' lrttk 1>1 nothing 11 lhl'} ll'l"I 
1ha1 lhe d1l·n1 1, ·unahk lo pay. I 
·1111, " a ll'l,11nn lcl· lor '-'l"Vll·c, 
done Io J.. l"l'P .1 d 1cn I t rom hL·mg 
dialled fo1 a }l'ar. \l,111y ol lhl· 
l.1,,yn,. 111l·ludi11g c;1,1y. "ho .Jrl' 
,pl"l'i;JIJ/1ng tll dlall l0 ,ISL", h,1\l" ,Ill 
i<IL·olog1Lal l"llllllllllllll'lll .1ga11i-1 
!Ill' dr.111 and !Ill' Vrc111a111 \\al. 
c;ray wrvL'' \\1lhm11 IL'l' in "lllll" 
c".ISL', hl'l ,lll'l" hl' kl•h I hl·r,· h no 
\\,1y lo 1,11u1ualrtl' h.1ving a 111.111 
'l'lll to f1gh1 ,imply hccau,c he 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ltT 
Cl.l.SToM- 1'Tt1DB 
LEATHER. cL•TaJIU, 
S'IIIDIJJ.. S-NAlfblJA& 5 
.~ 
4,'18 £1),J)Y Sr. 
The Savoyards 
heartily encouraged by the warmth accorded theiri 
previous producth:>ns and desirous of performing 
once again before a house o'erflowing in all parts, 
announce their forthcoming production of 
RUDDIGORE 
-or-
The Witch's Curse 
A Melodious Matrimonial Melodrama 
by 
W. S. Gilbert & Sir Arthur Sullivan 
to be presented 
March 12, 13, ·14 
af. the 
Alice Statler Auditorium, Cornell U. 
Tickets on Sale at Willa;rd Straight Hall 
Beginning March 2 
$2.00 
l 
l 
. ~9 (~-< PIZZERI 
r., 
Dine Here or Carry Out ~~ ~ For Speedy Delive1·y 
PHONE AR 2-1950 
Levi's®STA-PREST®iean.s 
are on the go 
You'll be in the fashion know with wild 
stripes and red, white and blue or yellow 
navy and red combos. They all take a Wide 
~ip belt so yo~ can complete the fashion 
look. Stove pipe cut for chic and comfort. 
They keep their shape ... and yours with 
STA-PREST~ 50% Oacro&polyester and 
50% cotton. Sizes 51on-
large puff sieve l Q. QQ 
blouse by Lady Arrow 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
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ONE FOOT IN, ONE FOOT OUT 
Dealing With The System ; 
Part Two 
Craig Wolf 
(Before going on to the second part of this series, here are some 
observations of events occurring during the week of February 9-14. 
This column was written on the 14th because of THE ITHACAN's 
deadline.) 
1. What the four demands ask for should not be described as "a 
say" in faculty hiring and firing; the correct metaphor is "a hand· ... 
2. Such involvement has b,een called a matter of student rights, 
but it is not. It is a matter of student power. 
3 . In department al meetings, considerable confusion and 
difficulty in discussing the demands was experienced by students 
and faculty. Of course, since the Muller occupation by itself would 
bring no change to the campus it was necessary to quickly create 
some demands even if the time was short and the conditions 
cramped. But it would have been better if proposals had been 
worked out carefully and made public before any action w~s taken. 
4. The events which sparked this issue had to do with faculty 
being fired for suspicious reasons. Little attention has been paid to 
this problem. To prevent such occurences, I suggest that criteria for 
employment be re-evaluated to prevent flimsy reasons from b~ing 
used and that all judgements on an instructor be opened for public 
inspection if he or she so requests. 
5. It doesn't matter who runs the college as long as it is run right. 
All debate about governance should start with that assumption. We 
must first agree upon ends, or else we will never agree upon means. 
* * * 
THE SYSTEM, PART TWO 
IT IS understandable that militant students should turn to force 
as a means of accomplishing various objectives. Students are not 
allowed to participate much in decision-making and corrsequently 
must rely upon challenging the rulers with persuasion, pressure and 
force. 
In the game of force, the winner will be the side which can 
withhold the most or take the most. Generally, it is the 
administration which can wield force most effectively at present, 
since it has authority. Authority is actually power plus legitimacy, 
and legitimacy of this society recognize the administration's right to 
rule, they support it by various means including the granting of 
charters vesting authority in the Trustees, for whom the 
administration works; the denying of financial support to disruptive 
students; and the use of police force to remove students from 
campus when necessary. Since there is more weight behind the "old 
order" than the nev.:~ it would be unwise for students to challenge 
that order with force. (One possible exception is discussed later.) If 
the students attempt physical force such as harassment of officials, 
secret terrorist tactics, shutting the campus down through 
disruption, or any kind of physical force they will be met with a 
greater amount of physical force on the part of police and troops. 
With luck and repeated efforts, it might be possible to gain a 
hypocritical Pyrrhic victory: "It was necessary to destroy the village 
continued on page 14 
I.EAVE CAIU!:S A'.l'HOME QN'!'OUlbLUJPimOtfR Ht>LIDAYI 
E·u-ROP·E ·av tRAIN/BY AIR . . . P(US THE BRmSH ISLES 
'sbo~N1:t/W.M.WPfG~ . ." "1~. day.a. ~aturday llepar-
tur':•· 4 night• Edh.b~rgh. 4 nights Lohdosr and the highlights 
In between. From S888. 
~AM> ~'I\ ~MN. ·:zi da1ts. · G,omprehans.ve b\lt 
leisu!'flly. 4 nll!hta' Edlrdlurs.h, 4 t\lg!R's L'bddon;"- all ·,h., high-_ 
Ughta plus Rolls Royce and Wedgwood visits! From $896. 
I~llfl)/SC~ND/E~LAND. 18 day~. 5_ night\ -Ireland, 
~ nl!Ul,IS ~lnburgh~ nights '\,_on9QJ1 plqs C!\ester and Shake-
spearo,",t COll,!ltry. Fro111 s~. · 
GRA;Nb BRITISH 181'11. zz da~,. Tho best or .Ireland, Sco\"-
land. and 'England: Many spltcjal 'tislta. From $9311. 
EUROPE'S HIG~GK,TS:~s 'Bays. Jet travel £or lbts or tfma 
Jn •Lendon. Rom~aru. LIJ1llarng,.,plu1 Amsterddm. ·From $888. 
-SEVEN C8UNTRIE&. 22 dayr.;.Pai'alon ·IIJay lnchsdedl .London, 
Parjs. Jtyme •. ,NlcllL Asstel'l(am.ai, Vdltlce, i)Jorflnce, The. Tyrol, 
Balv.arla, Rhlm;,_Fi,,m 11293.: 
!UltOPE ff, niAl!i: 21 d.ijys.~e G.rand. 1·our th~ right way. 
Best df,EuroPf;, '11om ~1?\ . : • · . 
1TALY. "1.% days. Two 'W-Itli1h£ programs rrifm Liike t:omo and 
'7anloe to 4Jlclly. Froril S114a. ~I rates from New Yrirk via TWA. 
F<il.FOJJJ£lt& AND ~VATIONS, SU... . . 
,STeNE'IRAfll IGEIICY, IIIC: 
414 Eddy St. . 
21M411l 
~
. 3!. ~· ·g OTHER..· 
U ~ ~yt·FbR i970: 
CJ O ram erga~Pa' nn.Play.. ~ 
D•Alp1 of E'ltropi.!CJ SIMncllll,aylo~· ,. 
D !lriin~ D'lhee~ea\an. ,ic)\ •;,. 
Cl Sptl.J1/~l08"1_/f''*l1Sat. , • ,. . 
Cf SpolR/ Pareusar11y Mlilomi.P.ch. ~ 
0 giOC15!/Caeprles/Marfelro1'Alga,.,,o,-i\· 
O V R/~11em £urope. · i::"'1- , 
'l!tDal allo/Rnl,ah.~- I -_ • ~, 
~mcrrlcanclM>rluC<JI 16us11I; onJ 
D Solllh Aaierl~. 
Sub-Committees 
To Discuss 
lo(Jlrd Representation 
The challenge of finding tho 
best way to elect two students, 
two ~aculty members and two 
alumni to serve on Ithaca 
College's Board of Trustees is now 
in the hands of three campus 
organizations. 
The Committee on 
Administrative Organization and 
Governance at its February 14 
meeting, after considerable 
discussion on election methods, 
voted to turn the job of 
recommending election 
procedures over to the Student 
Congress, Faculty Council and 
Alumni Council. 
, Charles· Brodhead, committee 
co-chairman said that the 
organizations have been contacted 
and asked to return their 
recommendations to the 
committee by March 5. These 
recommendations will then be 
turned over to the Board of 
Trustees. The Board created the 
new memberships at its February 
11 meeting. 
In other action, the committee 
established a six-member 
executive sub-committee and a 
six-member legislative 
' sub-committee to concentrate on 
the subfect of administrative 
· governance. Brodhead will head 
the legislative committee and 
Margaret Feldman will chair the 
executive sub-committee. A 
judiciary sub-committee will 
• be formed at a later date. · 
It is hoped tha~ the two 
sub-committees will report back 
to the entire committee by March 
28 with their recommendations 
on organization an~ governance so 
that the full committee can review 
the suggestions and make initial 
recommendations to the Board by 
April 15. 
The committee decided to 
postpone intensive study of 
academic organization· problems 
until after this initial report to the 
Board is completed. 
~ylnnn ]!{ill.a 
1757 SJaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roost Prime Ribs 
Specialists In 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
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Off Ca111p11s Sign-Ups 
DueMardl 23 
Civilian Political 
Blaclclist Kept 
(CPS)-The· U.S. Army will soon 
put in operation a computerized 
data bank that will be capable of 
providing the FBI, CIA; Secret 
Service and Army, Navy, and Air 
Force commands across the U.S. 
All students are required to live approval for moving off-campus with instantaneous information 
in College residence halls unless · within eacn group will be on past and present civilian 
. excused by the Dean of Students. d et er min e d b Y w h en the political ·activity of all kinds, from 
It appears that the residence halls individual signs up, if the anti war speeches to campus 
will not be able to accommodate individual meets the academic demonstrations. 
all students next year, therefore, q ua.lifica tions and returns the According to Christopher H. 
an additional 175 students will be .required intent and permission Pyle, a former captain in Army 
granted permission to move slips. Intelligence who wrote an article 
off-campus for the 1970-71 -Teach-In in the Washington Monthly, the 
academic year. Men and women contents of the data bank will be 
students who will be Seniors next Announces taken from FBI and state and 
year will be given first priority for mun i c i pa I po 1 ice records, 
off-campus living and any Topics community and campus 
remaining spaces will be open for newspapers and reports compiled 
Junior men and wome~. Those The committee for the by nearly 1,000 plainclothes 
off-campus are requested to in- environmental teach-in has investigators working out of some 
d·1cate their intention of remain- 3 ff" t t t 
announc_ed several topics for 00 o ices coas o coas . 
ing off-campus by notifying the discussion on Earth Day, April 22. p y I e said the t ea m of 
Dean of Students Office by These include: The Economics of investigators has been maintained 
MarchZJ. Pollution; The Effects of by the Army since 1965. They 
In order to qualify for Pollution on Our Cities; The were brought into being to 
off-campus living, current Juniors, Functions of Plants in Our provide early warning of civil 
who will be Seniors next year, Environment; The Problem of disorders in which the Army 
must have a cumulative index of Over-Population; and Possible might be asked to intervene, but 
l.9 and complete 90 credit hours College Courses on Pollution and since 1967 they have been 
by the end of this semester. Environment. involved in observing and 
Sophomores; who will be Junior~ Speakers already scheduled recording any anti-establishment 
next year, must have a 1.8 are: Dr. Louis DeLanny, political activity. They have been 
cumulative index and complete 60 Chairman of the Biology aided by military undercover 
credit hours by the end· of this Department; Dr. Frank Musgrave, agents who have posed as press 
semester. Assistant Professor of Economics; p hot o g r a Ph er s, an f i war 
Students who want to be Dr. John Bernard, Associate demonstrations and as college 
considered for off-campus living Professor of Biology; and Dr. Imre students. The investigators' 
should sign up in the Dean of Tamas, Assistant Professor of reports are distributed via a 
Students Office between March 4 Biology; nationwide teletype system. 
through March 6, and pick up. a HELP! We still need your 11elp. Today, Pyle said, the Army 
statement of intent and parental Box L-5, Egbert Union is EMPTY. keeps files on the membership, 
permission slip. The 'intent and Fill it with your suggestions and ideology, programs and practices 
permission slips must be returned . slogans. continued on page 13 
by March 23. l Q7n Priority of I _ 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ,----- . t 
t --=~D People! t 
,. ~;::::--=::--......;a,,i t 
: ~~a--i --~ Come See TIie I 
• ~~ t 
: ·--~ MAG IC : 
t ~-- • l __ MUSHROOM: 
i ~~~ including ! 
t Vests Under I 
Ithaca's Exclusive Keepsake Dealer 
Ithaca's 
Ezclusie Selection 
of Keepsake Diamonds 
01her Ooamonas 575--Sl,5 0() 
Divided _pa men ts arra_r,ged 
.,... ht! Riii,si, o· t!rsonal t!rvtct! and Brand Names 
Open 1''rid{l11 Nights 'til 9 P .M •• 
'ir•~·s !""-"'-"'= 
AltniaJJ, &(j!!:1' -i-
'131aMJ.J10.,JewelC"I" --
~ WIS g'lfc dolt. 144 &Slate Sheet ·c.1t~-1e10. 
When you know 
it's for keeps 
All your sharing, 
all your special memories 
will be 'forever 
symbolized by your 
diamond engagement ring. 
If the name. 
Keepsake is in·the ring 
and on the tag, 
you are assured of 
fine quality and 
lasting satisfaction. 
The engagement diamond 
is flawless. 
of superb color and 
precise modern cut. 
Your Keepsake Jeweler 
has a choice selection 
of many lovely styles. 
He's listed in 
the yellow pages 
under "Jewelers." 
OIAMONO RINGS 
W.-,N.,.Tldl:tme 
• in9 r~,--,~ 1 e .,._  $20.00 t , • ...,....,.,. 
t Beautiful Pipes in Brass t ' . ~1\ ·•. • and Silver I ~ !I 
•, ', . , .,~\j\. 1,~,~1:.,\1!! .. Squirkinworks h~h cannons; indian ince~se and down -home ~\\ 
' 
American incense (banana, cocoanut, passion-flower and ot~er t A.ng,f,omSIC'.;1ui1out.OTMA•vAt1Pon<1Co,npony,h:< 
wild flavors). Strobe candles and an assortment of goodies r------------ .-----------, 
l iced under $5 00 - t I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I pr . . • d d f $19. 00 to 16 00 I Please send ne., 20 Page booklet ... Plaon,ng Yo., E,gogcmeni on,:J Wedd;ng .. I t Wrap around Skirts re uce rom • • 6 , .and full color folder. both for only 2Sc. Also. !ell ,..,. how • ., obi, n !ho beout;ful 
, . 44 page Br;des Ket,psoke Book ot half pr:ce S,70 J I Special: Lined Mexican Vests $12.50 41.§p I I"'·-__________________________________ I 
I Free Draft Counselling Service ~ : I:::· -------·-- J I . -= ~ tfs-.-. __________ ,. __ , 
• 
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Eleven Ithaca Agencies Seek Blaclclist -- N~w Do~~ continued from page 12 
of almost every political group in 
the country, including radical 
organizations like the 
Revolutionary Action Movement 
(RAM) and nonviolent ones like 
the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, ACLU and NAACP. 
Utilizing the files, the Army 
periodically publishes a 
"blacklist" of people and 
organizations who, in the opinion 
of Intelligence Command officials, 
might cause trouble for the Army. 
College Volunteers 
Ithaca College Volunteers in 
Service is offering IC students new 
opportunities to serve the Ithaca 
community as a volunteer for the 
Spring semester. 
The agencies need both males 
:ind females to w9rk, in general, 
once a week. There are also jobs 
that could be done as either 
pledge. sorority, or fraternity 
projects. 
The f o 11 owing agencies are 
looking for volunteers: 
I. ITHACA PUBLIC SCHOOL: 
Work is offered by giving 
academil: and individual attention 
10 elementary or junior high 
pupils. They require two 45-60 
minute se~sions with the tutee a 
week. 
••••••••••••••••• 
: PATTERSON'S : 
11 • 
: fii:i:ii1 : 
. ~ . 
II a 
• WASHING AND • 
• • a Gl£AS1NG • 
• • II • a ii • 
: Cor. Buffalo and Aurora .. : 
••••••••••••••••• 
2. BOY SCOUTS: They need 
troop leaders, den mothers, and 
help with occasional paperwork. 
Previous Boy Scout experience 
would _be help_ful but it is not 
neccessary. 
3. GIRL SCOUTS: Male crews 
are needed to set up tents, move 
·mattresses, and remove felled 
trees .at Camp Comstock (summer 
Girl Scout camp on Cayuga Lake). 
Female volunteers can help in 
crafts, camping, and special 
projects. 
4. MONTESSORI 
PRESCHOOL: Female volunteers 
are urgently needed to work with 
pre-schoolers 2½-5 years of age in 
a·school with different 
educational philosophy. 
5. HEAD START: Males are 
especially needed along with 
females. Individual goals are 
language; mteracuun Wllu 11:dding 
stories, singing and physical 
activity. 
6. SOUTH SIDE 
COMMUNITY CENTER: 
Volunteers are needed to work 
with children 5-11 years old 
through supervision of games, 
crafts and physical activities. 
7. TOMPKINS COUNTY DAY 
You'll like flying ! J1~i{ .. ,iff'(f~~~:~~t-
r 
it's such a 
OJ[iffi@OO®~~ @~®rrfr 
The fast growing sport af flying IS so praeticcfl, too. You·save lime and 
money when' you fly on 6usrness trips and enjoy every m'ile. over the 
roads. Same for family trips, too. 
Come fly with us and see why huodreds of thousands of men and 
women say flylng's the mosf prac.t1c·tt1 sport In the world. Why not 
·.co~ out to the airport today g_r ~!s w.ee!<~nd and try our special 
lntroductory flight lesson? With an expert government-rated flight 
As naUo ... lly Instructor you'll fly the 'airplane. You'!I see 
NH,:tlsad on TV why so many people are taking up flying. 
$5 INTRODUCTORY a::LIGHT LESSON 
IN A PIPER 
CHEROKEE 
with modern low wing 
for best an-around flight 
characteristics and handHng ease.· 
Rugged, ail-metal. Quiet, roomi, cabin. 
t(l1a,Taii:~:-c. 
Tompldm (9. ~l'p\»rt 
257-1666 
CARE SERVICE: The job 
includes work with 1-6 children in 
area homes with indoor activities 
and outdoor activities. , 
deve-lopment of self-image and. 
8. YMCA: Males are needed as 
a HiWi advisor, as instructor for 
wrestling and physical activity 
instruction with junior high boys, 
and for craft instruction. Females 
are needed as an advisor for a HiY 
girl's group. 
9. ASSOCIATION FOR 
RETARDED CHILDREN: 
Volunteers needed to assist with 
reading, games and special 
projects. 
10. D'ODD NURSING HOME: 
Males and females are urgently 
needed to read to and write letters 
for blind female patients; also to 
supervise afternoon Bingo and 
card games. Feeders and tray 
carriers at 11 :30 am and 4:30 pm 
are especially needed. 
I I. OAK HILL NURSING 
HOME: Help needed to assist with 
crafts and games in the afternoons 
and with entertainment programs 
Tuesday evenings at 7 pm. 
If you are interested, contact 
Janna Cole (coordinator) at 
274-3287 or X3287. 
The files are maintained at the 
Investigative Records Repository 
at Ft. Ho la bird in Baltimore, 
where the computerized data 
bank will be installed: According 
to Pyle, material fed into the 
computer will fall into two 
general categories: "incident 
reports" concerning bombings, 
disorders and demonstrations, and 
"personality reports" concerning 
the lawful and unlawful political 
activity of civilians. 
In light of revelations about 
the CIA 's financing of student 
groups, labor unions and 
f o u n d a t i o n s , a n d i 11 e g a ·1 
wiretapping by the FBI and 
Internal Revenue Service, Pyle 
said, there is reason to believe the 
impending addition of 
computerized data bank to the 
Army's civilian-watching 
apparatus will threaten· individual 
liberties. ~ 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY CINEMA presents 
IA GUERRE 
J~ 
- _../"'--~ 
EST FINIE 
"'"'"< D"ocledby ALAIN RESNAIS 
YVES MONTANO· INGRID THULIN· GENEVIEVE sumLD 
Ptoduced by SOFRACIMA PARIS-EUROPA FILM. STOCKHOLM A BRANDON FILMS RELEASE 
TONIGHT & SATURDAY 
7:00,9: 15 Alice Statler Auditorium 
SI-Open to the public 
JJYJ!!tfl!J!l/@/iJfo0 eo;~f~~~~s ~ 
AVANT GA~DE PERSOllNES ADVENTURESOME BEINGS : 
... AND ALL W+lO ARE VOUNG·AT·HEART! : 
fun. do• ~=~GNONNE 1 • I FOR TWO: $JO = • ~- Q:: 
Tender morsels of Beef FileL.4- e,:c.iting aauces... ;_= 
the t0nd14e pot at. !:fOUt' table ... !:lrul cook H, a delicious ~ 
mot.1thf't.1l·at·o-lime I Se .. ved wilh tossed s.alad., I 
potato. rolls and l"eli~nes ... 
Et> courlesy'of t.he house ..• 
Ei1'"" ~OV I a ~put boUle of impor!ed 
-rn~c,101-t · ~t. Louis Be.aujolais wine #t..l,"' included wif-h ~our fond~. 
AT Ntl CHARG-E. 
Come to the Fun-do ef 
iOO~ fi>@~1r§l:ilID@&J~l3 f:l@@~ 
OF THf WONDERLAND MOTEL RESERY1.TIO~S A~ 2.- 52.S 2. 
I ''B~owr ,, I Thal s lhe fnosl reacfi&>n f • ~ • to our new ~esserf phenorri: FONDUE e~oco~AT, Try it, this. weeketad ! · 
May Not Open 
In September 
by Riki Poster 
At the end of March, students 
will know when the new dorms, 
located behind the lower quad, 
will be completed, and when to 
put in a bid for residence there. 
According to Director of Housing, 
Edward Bazinet, these new 
apartment style dorms were 
scheduled to be completed by 
September I, but because of 
unanticipated heavy snow and 
problems in contract, building 
time was lost. However, every 
effort is being made to have them 
completed as soon as possible. 
The new dorm area ,. ill consist 
of a number of rectangular 
buildings and one long arc shaped 
building all facing north and each 
apartment will have a beautiful 
view of Lake Cayuga. Housing 
more than 400 residents in total, 
the buildings will consist of five 
floors each. The first three floors 
will have two-men (or women) 
units, two floors of four-man 
units, altliough there will be a few 
apartments accomodating six 
persons, and there will be no 
specifically designated areas for m 
men and women. 
The new dorms will resemble 
luxury apartments with suc1!_ 
added features as wall-to-wall 
carpeting in the bedroom areas, 
sliding glass doors, and ceramic 
bath-shower units, as well as 
kitchen and dining areas, and they 
will even have garbage disposals. 
Each apartment will also have 
movable bee.ls, desks, dinette sets, 
and lounge chairs. 
As soon as the ready date is 
disclosed, students will put in bids 
for the the apartments and will be 
accepted on a grade priority basis. 
Seniors will be considered first, 
then junior physical therapy 
students since it will be their last 
year in residence at IC, then other 
juniors, sophomores and 
freshmen. 
The new dorms will be treated 
like a group of apartment 
buildings with no set rules by 
which to abide. Surprisingly, the 
new residences will cost no more 
to live in than the other dorms at 
IC and a special meal will be 
offered to the residents since· they 
will probably be utilizing their 
kitchens for most meals. It is 
believed that faculty as well as 
students will that the opportunity 
to establish residence in the new 
dorms and experience luxury 
living at IC . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• . -
: In Our fi:'ith Year : 
: PETER SCUSAi° 
: Shoe RebuiJders : 
• • 
: Expert Workmanshii:: 
: Many Jobs : 
• • • 
: • while you wait. : 
·1: : 
• • 
: 24 hour servke ! 
• • 
: m most cases : 
• • 
• • 
:405 College Ave. : 
• • • 
: •••••• f.a.1! ARJ-331~: 
••••••••••• 
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COME IN 
EARlY 
fDRTHESE 
EXCITING 
LIMITED QUANTITIES 
/ I \ 
{.-,~·..-·~~..-:.-"'~~ 
~ ~ 
SAVE M_c on T~is t J 
~ Two Tier Spice Rack ! j Sponges Galore! ! 
Includes 12 Apothecary Jars. A *: \ 
handy kitchen delight! $200 ~ ~-
Reg. S2.97 * ,· 
6 Jar Rack Available a.t $1.00 ~: f 
Spring cleaning is just around the 
corner. Save 25% on this bag-c• 
sponges! C o n t a i n s 15 assorted 
<;ponges !or 1000 uses around thl' 
house. 3 pkg, $100 
Our Beg. 49c NOW for 
~ ,~ 
.-· :;--..-:;:.,,' .... ' \' 
Repeat of a Sellout! 
Scott Paper Towels 
Jwnbo Roll of 168 Sheets. 
r-:VE 50% on i Household Chemicals 
~ Ir, aerosol cans. Asst. includes Spray Starch, Window Cleaner. Furniture Polish, Air Freshener, Fabric Finish. Our Reg. 39c NOW 22c Roll i Mix or Match at 3 for $1 OO. 
.\~ 
~..,....~,,..~ 
DO-IT-YOURSELF 
TOOL BONANZA 
Fix-It Time Around the Home 
Asst. Ineludes: 
UTILITY KNIFE with Blades 
TUBULAR HACKSAW 
JACK-KNIFE s 1 00 
KEYHOLE SAW NOW 
6" PLIERS 
OPEN-END WRENCH SET 
STEEL TAPE and Many More 
ea. 
~ ~ DAILY IOA.M. TOIOP.~ SUNDAY NOON·T07P.M. 
=iliMiME11J;tJl!i••·W•l;lkWJ;W,\Ml!fll,m::19:tJ;idWI 
The Established- Order 
Of Things 
by Michael Ainsley 
Something is always left behind when I leave a place, more each 
time, more than the time before. And its harder to leave these days 
than it was once, when I didn't care about people. That was two 
years ago when no one counted and I learned to live alone. Two long 
heartbreaking years that followed that glorified field of blood that is 
still a part of me, but not as much as once it ~as. 
I learned to touch again at Ithaca College and more .over left 
myself open to anyone that cared to touch me. Did you know there 
are no easy rides, at least I've never come in contact with anyone 
that admits ever having had one. Turn around and see yourself a year 
ago, it hasn't been easy, has it? Not for me, not for you or anyone. 
Sometimes it gets better when you share yourself, when you try to 
understand another person's dreams. We've all lost, Jesus knows 
what we've all lost, but what I've gained here with you, I couldn't 
have gotten anywhere else. 
It has seemed to me for a long time that everytime I put my heart 
on lR~ line, people thought it meant field goal .practice. It's been 
different here, not easy, but a hell of lot .better than it's been before. 
So when I think of leaving, as I know now I will, 1 think of jim Ball 
alone in Canada and I think of you who, for a time have cared 
enough to touch. For the first time in years. the love you gave has 
equaled the love thats been taken away. 
What is lost in leaving'? Well I guess security, but I wonder if that 
matters at all. I won't lose yo in leaving and as long as you remember 
me. we will be together no matter where we go. That's important 
that we live on in one anothcrs dreams. 
So God bless you all and, as Joyce would say, "God spare you to 
me." 
System continued from page 11 
to save it." (Few aciivists seriously entertain such notions, which 
would get little support.) 
Force consists of offering an opponent a choice between 
compliance and some other alternative so disastrous that it will not 
be chosen. For students to be able to wield effective force, they 
must have such a· disastrous alternative to present. There is a 
possibility that students could successfully employ a certain kind of 
coercion for which the populace has a great respect: economic force. 
Economically. you can get away with murder. Tuition strikes can hit 
the colleges hard. especially if they depend largely upon student 
income (IC, 96'fr .) Generally. students have enough control over 
their own finances to make such a strike quite potent. but it would 
require a sizeable number of students to ass11re c:1pitulatior1. Loyalist 
students and donors could offer to bail the college out: and if the 
striker~ were not too numerous. the college could afford to throw 
them out. Still. it is a feasible kind of force because money and 
enrollment arc things that the college needs and that the students 
can withhold. 
Some closing observations: 
Force involves risks and can be expensive to both sides. 
-It is wise to use persuasion prior to pressure and to use pressure 
prirn to force. not only because it's safer to all parties concerned hut 
becau~e few people can be provoked to escalate until more moderate 
means have failed. 
Smee the college community contains many reasonable people 
pe1~us1on hacked by prc~sure should not be written off. 
Those who wish to keep peace on campus should encourage the 
rule1s to respond to pcrsu:1sion before it turns, to pressure and to 
1e~pond to pressure before it turns to force. 
The renunciation of force by the rulers is necessary if there is to 
be any mutual de-escalation on campus. for the militant studcn.ts 
m:1y not set tic for persuasion and pressure as long as the rulers arc 
willing and able 10 use force. 
,,, •••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••':::,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:::::u•••:•,::::•:•:•:•••:••:•:,,,•;,, 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
·BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
. Welcome Your Inquiry" 
::::::::::::::::::•·:::•::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::-..:r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::·.::. 
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Letters 
continued from page 6 
truth and on a reflection of the 
desires of the majority. 
Joseph L. Hamilton 
Professor of Physical Education 
Policies and Procedures, Page 47. 
In this division, we feel an 
obligation fo enforce college W AA Plans 
policies. 
7. Many references were mad~ 
·· to the volunteer-type of physical 
education program. Our· sports 
programs are 100% volunteer. 
:·j 8. Mr. Gipplard makes referral 
. ; to the fact that GIPPE grades 
._i should not b-e applied to a 
·l student's cummulative index. As 
:·J_· long as a system for marking 
I exists at Ithaca <.:ouege then that 
system should also apply to the 
physical education offerings. 
9. A statement to the effect 
that the present GIPPE program 
, i_ does not relate to· the student's 
4 environment was also included in 1 "the article". What sort of a 
l program is here under review? Is it 
: a program of calisthenics and 
: marching one may remember 
i forty years ago with its 
-; impersonal body-building 
·' exercises of the days of "physical 
traning"? Or, is it merely a free 
.) play period designed to amuse the 
·., restless undergraduate? J The present GIPPE Program is, 
;:J none of ·these. Here at Ithaca 
1 
i 
.j 
i 
I 
College we are talking about a 
unique program of instruction 
incorporating varied physical 
education offerings and 
procedures. Emphasis are placed 
on instruction, personal need, on 
activities to satisfy a present 
demand, and with importance 
·i accorded to activities with high 
carry-over value. these activities 
cover as wide a range of activities 
as available facilities and 
instructor capability will permit.· 
Most of these offerings are on a 
co-educational basis, a procedure 
which is definitely modern and in 
our opinion, quite natural. 
If, indeed we do have a GlPPE 
problem at Ithaca College, the 
solution to .this problem should be 
the result of meaningful and 
intelligent interpretation of the 
facts. Careful analysis and 
appraisal of the conditions 
affecting such suggested change 
should be in evidence and the 
resultant action solidly based in 
Meetings 
" Winter sports events are 
finishing up the season and with 
March rapidly approaching the 
Spring activities will soon begin. 
Softball and Lacrosse Orientation 
meetings will be held on Monday, 
March 2, at 3 pm. 
Both the Gymnastics team and 
the Basketball teams took tough 
losses to Cortland. The final score 
in gymnastics was Cortland 62.84 
and Ithaca 61.24, with our girls 
taking a first and second in Floor 
~. a second and third in Vaulting, 
a third in Beam and a first and 
second in Uneven Bars. They are 
all up for the State Intercollegiate 
Gymnastics Meet. That's tonight 
at 7 pm, in the Gym. 
The Basketball team played an 
excellent game but wound up on 
the short end. Captain Kathy 
Minich led the team with ten 
rebounds, in addition to scoring 
13 points. Joy Malchodi also 
scored 13 points. The final score 
was 48-3 7, after the game was tied 
for most of the time. Oneonta fell 
to the team, however, with a score 
of 56-36. Debbie Houston pulled 
down 14 rebounds, while Joy 
Malchodi and Karen Calculator 
led the team in points scored. The 
final two games will be at home, 
one "revenge" game against 
Cortland on March 4 at 4:00 'and 
one with Wells on March 2 at 
4:00. 
Bowling is moving along quite 
well as they have beaten 
Brockport twice and have also 
come in ahead in their encounter 
with Penn. State. A third in the 
National Main-in tournament has 
also been added onto their list of 
accomplishments. Michele Block 
will be going to Oklahoma on 
April 11 to compete in the 
National Tournament there. The 
Bowling team's last home match is 
on March 4 at 4:00. 
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Gymnasts 
Wrestlers Nip Oneonta continued from ~e 16 
by Bob Scandurra t~~{ three in vaulting with Bob 
_McEvoy taking first, Craig 
(Splinter) Kolloff taking second 
and Roger Scott !!\king third. On 
the parallel bars the team cleaned 
up with McEvoy taking first, 
Kolloff second and Multari third. 
IC ended the meet with Craig 
Kolloff taking first on the high 
bar. In all around Kolloff took 
first for the meet and Multari 
took second. This was the best 
meet the team has had all season. 
Despite losing a one-sided 39-2 
verdict to powerful Wilkes 
College, the IC Varsity Wrestling 
team maintained its seasonal .500 
percentage by defeating Oneonta 
State 24-13 in last week's matches 
raising their record to 4-4- l. 
In t'1e Oneonta match, Jim 
Orioski initiated the attack with a 
victory at 118, and at 126,'Bob 
Jones followed suit with a 6-4 
decision, raising his personal 
record to 3-0 in the process. But 
at 134, Rick Smith was the victim 
of a second period pin, and at 
142, Jerry McTamney lost a tough 
6-5 match, which was only his 
second loss of the year. 
With IC thus trailing 8-6, Tom 
Hochfelder got the Bombers back 
into the match as he picked up his 
eighth straight victory, this time 
by way of a 13-3 decision. For 
Hochfelder, a departure from his 
usual accumulation of 20 or 30 
points per match, but still very 
impressive. Following Hochfelder, 
Larry Wennogle lost a 4-3 decision 
at 158 but Bill Meisner came up 
with a l 0-2 victory at 167, 
putting Ithaca in front to stay. At 
177, Wayne Ferguson won via a 
pin, and at 190, Wayne Keebler 
also picked up a very convincing 
tlve points with a pin. In the 
heavyweight class, Dave· Swett 
kept his unbeaten string intact at 
three, as he drew his opponel!t 
l-1, leaving the final score 24-13 
Ithaca. 
The Wilkes match, needless to 
say, was a different story. Wilkes, 
a perennial small college wrestling 
power and one of the best 
all-around teams in the East, 
proved too much for the Bombers 
to handle as they could manage 
only a draw in one of the 10 
weight classes. Jim Orloski was 
the victim of a pin at 118, Bob 
Jones lost a 7-1 decision at 126, 
and IC forfeited at 134 and 142 
(McTamney was 2 lbs. overweight 
and .forfeited at 142, but pinned 
his man in an exhibition match). 
At 150, Tom Hochfelder took his 
8-0 record up against highly 
touted Dennis Vazzara, but to the 
dis may of IC, finally met his 
match as Hochfelder bowed 
graciously by a score of l 0-2. 
Larry Wennogle then lost 9-3 .at 
158, Bill Meisner was pinned at 
167, but freshman Wayne 
Ferguson came up with a 3-3 tie 
at 177, putting IC on the 
scoreboard with 2 team points. 
But Wilkes was not deterred. At 
190, Wayne Keebler was defeated 
by an 11- l score, 'and in the 
heavyweight encounter, Dave 
Swett was defeated for the first 
time of the season, by way of a 
second period pin. Final score: 
Wilkes 39, Ithaca 2. 
Monday night IC took on 
Cornell. The team had the 
unfortunate experience of having 
three of the same judges that were 
at Cortland. They were true to 
form and point spreads of more 
than a point were common. 
Despite the judging, Lee Multari 
tied first place floor_ X, and 
Kolloff and Kaufman tied for 
third with C9x:nell. In vaulting IC's 
McEvoy and Kolloff took second 
and third. The greatest injustice 
occurred on the rings. Russ 
Federman took third. His scores 
had a difference of 1.8 between 
the 7.6 high and the 5.8 low. In 
good judging there should never 
be more than a point difference 
between the high and low scores. 
In this case the 5.8 was far less 
than what it should have been. 
Ithaca lost 92.1-122.65. 
This 
Week 
Last 
WICB 'NOW THIRTY SURVEY' 
Week beginnng February 27th 
Titles Artist 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Week 
4 Who'll Stop the Rain/Travelling Band 
2 ·He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother 
1 Bridge Over Troubled Water 
1 O Love Grows (Where My Rosemary 
Goes) 
7 
9 
3 
18 
11 
5 
21 
16 
6 
15 
19 
8 
24 
26 
12 
14 
28 
30 
14 
29 
Baby Make It Soon 
Never Had A Dream Come True 
Give Me Just A Little More Time 
Celebrate 
The Thrill ls Gone 
Hey There Lonely Girl 
House Of The Rising Sun 
Minstrel From Gault 
Psychedelic Shack 
New World Coming 
Got To Hold On To This Feeling 
Rag Mama Rag 
Hello Its Me/Open My Eyes 
Didn't I (Blow Your Mind This Time) 
Take A Look Around 
Evil Ways 
Instant Karma (We All Shine On) 
Rainy Night In Georgia 
Come And Get It 
Until Its Time For You To Go 
The Declaration 
Walle A Mile1In My Shoes 
Something's Burning 
Superstar 
Silly Silly Fool 
Ticket To Ride 
Creedence Clearwater (Fantasy) 
Hollies (Epic) 
Simon & Garfunkel (Columbia) 
Edison· Lighthouse (Bell) 
Flying Machine (Congress) 
Stevie Wonder (Tamla) 
Chairmen of the Board (lnvictus) 
Three Dog Night (Dunhill) 
B.B. King (Bluesway) 
Eddie Holman (ABC) 
Frijid Pink (Parrqt) 
Richie Havens (Stormy Forest) 
Temptations (Gordy) 
Mama~ Elliot (Dunhill) 
Jr. Walker & All-Stars (Gordy) 
The Band (Capitol) 
Nazz (SGC) 
Delfonics (Philly· Groove) 
Smith (Dunhill) 
Santana (Columbia) 
John Ono Lenno~ (Apple) 
Brook Benton (Cotillion) 
Badfinger (Apple) 
Neil Diamond (Uni) 
Fifth. Dimension (Be~) 
Joe South (Capitol) 
Kenny Rogers & First Edition 
(Reprise) 
Murray Head & Trinidad Singers 
(Decca) 
Dusty Springfield (Atlantic) 
Carpenters (A&M) 
Created by and for the "Big Six" listenintz audience!!! 
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CAGERS WHIP HAMILTON,ALBANY 
by P.hil Chardis 
Giving people a glimpse of 
what kind of basketball they will 
sec at IC next year, the Bombers 
of Ithaca College ran their 
winning streak to four with easy 
victories over both Hamilton and 
Albany State. The varsity record 
now stands at 7-11 with LcMoync 
already played on Tuesday and 
just Brockport (tomorrow) and 
Hobart (March 4) left to play. 
Considering the fact that the team 
lost eight out of their first nine 
games, they've hci:n 6-3 in this 
latti:r part of the season. Losing 
only two seniors will not hurt the 
club very much and the '70-'71 
season could he a big one for 
Ithaca College basketball. 
ITHACA 85, HAMIL TON 65 
Hamilton came into the game 
with a 5-5 rL'Cord and was no 
malch for the ri:juvcnated 
Bombers, a~ Ithaca never tr,1ilcd. 
The Continentals did come in 
with Bob Voss, a 6'3" center who 
was outrcbounding the aver;,ige of 
IC's Mike Williams. By the time 
they left. t hi: p~rsonal cdnt est 
between the two was ~citied 
completely. Although both fouled 
out of the game, Williams 
outscored his rival 21-1 O. shooting 
a hot 9 for 13 from the floor, and 
Mike also dominated the hoards 
to make things easy for Ithaca. 
Mike Grieco led Hamilton with :!6 
points, and Gerry Pisanelli 
followed with 15. For Ithaca, 
Brian Chafin. the Bombers' 
unsung hero. finally exploded and 
showed what he could if he shot 
more. Chafin shot a hot 9 for 14 
from the floor and a perfect 5 for 
5 from the line to lead t_hc Blue 
with 23 ooinl,; 
ITHACA 71, ALBANY STATE 51 
Albany had to be the worst 
shooting team that Ithaca has 
played this year, and most of the 
poor shooting came from 30 feet 
or more, which made it look 
worse. Perhaps it wa~ watd:ing 
LSU\ Pete Maravich on television 
in the afternoon that led to the 
shooting exhibition. bul whatever 
the cause, Albany couldn't hut a 
basket. On the other hand. Ithaca 
had one of their good shooting 
nights, and the 'game was no 
contest. Albany shol an atrocious 
17 1.:;. 111 the first half, and wuld 
only manage to score 18 points, 
to Ithaca's 41. The Great Danes 
were 1101 much hctti:r in the 
second half, and ended up 
shooting only 25',; I I'> for 76) 
from the floor. The hcsl of the 
wor~I was Albany's Jack Jordan, 
who finbhcd with I h point~. IC 
forward Dave Diblcr was red-hot 
and shot IO for I 3' from I he field 
and 2 for 2 from the line to take 
high honors with 22 points. Paul 
Veronesi was next wilh 16, 
followed by C'hafin's 12 and 
William's 11. Williams. of course. 
o u trcboundcd everyone on the 
floor. Dan Vi:ller proved that he 
will put up a fight next year for 
Mark Rowley's job as super-sub. 
by corning in at the game's closing 
moments to score five quick 
points. and hrcak Alb.iny·s press 
time and agam. IC again had ib 
troubles from the foul line. 
shooting only 65';";. hut madi: up 
for it from the floor where they 
shot 5 3 1:; ( 28 for 5 3 ). 
In the first game. the IC frosh 
defeated a cluh of "Con~don's 
IC Bowlers Take First 
The ACU-1, thi: Association of 
College. Unions-International, 
recently held its regional 
·1ournament in Oswego, where 
Ithaca College was represented by 
a full cont111gent of teams. 
Competition was held in mens and 
womens bowling, pocket billiards, 
table tennis, and chess. 
The highlight of the events for 
IC was the performance of our 
womens' bowling team, which 
produced b0th a singles and 
doubles winner. Michele Block 
and Peggy Nein won the first 
event womens doubles with a 
combined total of 1130. Michele 
then won the women's singles 
with a three game series of 559. 
Our team did not win the overall 
team competition. but Michele 
was the all-events winner with a 
,- ... _______ . ··-- ....... --_--- _____ ., __ -~_.,_, __ ,, 
192.2 average, which included a 
splendiq 604 three-game series. 
For carrying away the honors, 
Mh;hele earned a trip to Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, to compete in the 
ln1crnational Tournamcnl, 
sponsored by the ACU-1, and the 
American Bowling Congress. 
Our mens' bowling team did 
not produce any individual 
winners, but firl'ished a 
commendable third place out of 
26 schools. Dirck Van Dusen led 
the way with a fine 628 series. 
IC's chess team of Peter Berger 
and John ·Rocing placed fifth out 
of 11 teams. The challenge of the 
tournament has inspired Peter and 
John to revive the chess club, and 
any student interested should 
contact them or Lee Spangler in 
the Egbert Union office. 
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Brian Chafin Drives To Hoop As Mike Williams Looks On. 
Skaters Host RIT 
in Season Finale 
l t · s a h ig week for Ithaca 
College's hockey team. The 
Bombers, mired in a four game 
losing streak, end their regular 
season schcd ulc with Finger Lakes 
Lc,1gue contests this afternoon 
against Rochester Tech. at 4:00 at 
Lynah Rink. 
Ithaca needs a victory to assure 
itself of a fourth place finish in 
the league race. The Bombers lost 
a cha nee Io finish third, on 
Sunday night. when Brockport 
State continued its jink over IC, 
with a 3-2 win, its fifth straight 
over the Bombers in the- past three 
years. 
Ithaca is virtually assured of a 
position in the league playoffs, 
March 5-6-7 in Rochester. Unlike 
other league races where the total 
points from a win-loss-I ic basis 
decides who plays where, the 
fLCL polls the league coaches 
who rate the loop's eight teams. 
The top six make the playoffs. 
The first two teams, who arc sure 
to be the University of Buffalo 
and Canton Tech, draw a bye for 
the first night's action. The third 
place team, Brockport, will meet 
the sixth rated team, while 
numbers four and five do balllc. 
The winners of those two games 
meet Canton and Buffalo on 
Friday night. March 6, with the 
championship final and 
consolation game taking place on 
March 7. 
"There is no great difference in 
finishing fourth, as far as the 
playoffs arc concerned. "IC Coach 
Forbes Keith remarked. "Either 
St. John's or Rochester Tech will 
be our opponent, and both arc , 
from the Rochester area. 
However. we have some pride, and 
want to finish as high a~ possible. 
"Equally important is the fact 
that a victory in our final game 
would send us into the playoffs 
with a winning attitude and that 
could be a big help. In a short 
series, anything c;1n happen." 
It ha ca walloped R IT in 
Rochester, 9-0. The Bombers have 
been off lately, though, and last 
week suffered a 6-0 whitewash at 
the hands of Buffalo as well as the 
loss to Brockport. 
Rod Frith continues to pace 
the Blue in scoring with 20 goals 
and 13 assists for 33 points. Bob 
Scanlan is second with 21 points, 
while Jim Cosco has moved into 
third spot with 18 points. Gary 
Bortz has 17 and Geoff Scanlan 
16. 
photo bl/ Barb Goldberg 
Gymnasts 
Top 
Plattsburg 
by Howard Krebaum 
I 1 
On Weun1·sday, f'ehruary 11 
the IC gymnastics team lost In 
Cor1land h,y a score of I 06-9 I. I( 
despite tosing lhe meet tooh 
several firsts. Lee Multari tooJ.. 
first in floor exercise, and Barr~ 
Kaufman tied for second. Jthar.1 
put on its usual good showing on 
the rings with Russ Federman 
taking first and Tom Bull takinc 
third. In vaulting Craig Kolloff h;I 
the highest Yamashita of 111, 
career and scored 9. I to tak<· 
second. Craig also placed third in 
the parallel bars. In the fin;il 
event, high bar, Kolloff and FlooJ.. 
tied for third. 
On Satraday the 14, the team 
went to town and heal 
Plattsburgh State by the score ol 
I 02.35-73.35. The team won 
every event. Every body put on 
their best routine C1f the season. 
Lee Multari took first in floor X. 
Barry Kaufman took second, and , 
Roger Scott took third. For the 
first time this year IC won the 
side horse. In this event Rick 
Meier took first and Lee Multari 
took second. On the rings Russ 
Federman performed with his \ 
usual perfect form and took first i · 
place, Tom Bull took second and 
Multari took third. IC went one. 
continued on page IS 
